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Abstrakt: V předložené práci byly prostřednictvím měření elektrického odporu
studovány fázové transformace probíhající při tepelném zpracování metastabil-
ní β slitiny Ti-15Mo. Výchozí materiál byl podroben rozpouštěcímu žíhání nad
teplotou β-přechodu a následně zakalen do vody. Mikrostruktura takto připraveného
materiálu se skládá z metastabilní β matrice a částic ω fáze. Během měření elek-
trického odporu in-situ při ohřevu ve speciálně upravené peci byly zjištěny výz-
načné teploty indikující postupně probíhající fázové transformace. Závislost elek-
trického odporu na teplotě se během ohřevu mění mezi rostoucí a klesající podle
probíhající fázové transformace. Tyto změny byly pozorovány při teplotách 225,
356 a 560 ◦C. Tyto transformace byly dále podrobně studovány měřením elektrick-
ého odporu různě tepelně zpracovaných vzorků. Pro kontrolu vývoje mikrosktruk-
tury materiálu byla použita transmisní a skenovací elektronová mikroskopie. Me-
chanické vlastnosti byly charakterizovány pomocí měření mikrotvrdosti. Výsled-
ky těchto měření umožnily identifikovat typy a sled fázových transformací probíha-
jících ve studovaném materiálu.
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Abstract:
In this work phase transformations in metastable β Ti-15Mo alloy were studied
using electrical resistivity measurements. The alloy was subjected to a solu-
tion treatment at a temperature higher than β-transus and quenched in water.
In this condition, the microstructure of Ti-15Mo alloy consists of a metastable
β-matrix and ω phase particles. During in-situ electrical resistivity measurement
in a specially designed furnace, significant temperature points which indicate
phase transformations in the material were detected. The dependence of elec-
trical resistivity on the temperature changes during heating between increasing
and decreasing according to the ongoing phase transformation. The changes were
observed at temperatures 225, 356 and 560 ◦C. A further study of these phase
transformations using electrical resistivity measurements was performed on var-
ious heat treated specimens. In order to control the microstructure evolution in
the material, scanning and transmission electron microscopy was used. Mecha-
nical properties were studied using Vickers microhardness testing. The obtained
results serve to identify the type and sequence of phase transformations which
take place in the Ti-15Mo alloy.
Keywords: metastable β Ti alloy, β phase, ω phase, electrical resistance measure-
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The titanium was discovered by the British reverend William Gregor in 1791.
He examined the magnetic sand from the local river and isolated "black sand"
now known as "ilmenite". He was able to produce impure oxide of new element.
He named it "mechanite". Independently on that the Berlin chemist Martin
Heinrich Klaproth isolated titanium oxide from a mineral, now known as “rutile”.
The name for the material was provided to him by Greek mythology from the
children of Uranos and Gaia, the Titans. They were detained in captivity in the
earthy crust, similar to the hard to extract ore – hence he named it Titanium.
The metal was isolated more than 100 years later. The first alloys were developed
in the late 1940’s in the USA. Today, a large number of titanium alloys expanded
into many industrial applications.
Titanium and its alloys stand out primarily due to their high specific strength
and excellent corrosion resistance. Also they have just half the density of steels
and Ni-based superalloys. Thanks to that the alloys were successfully used in the
aerospace and chemical industry. But we can see increased application of titanium
also in other markets such as architecture, chemical processing, medicine, power
generation, marine and offshore, sports and leisure, and transportation [1]. The
only disadvantage, which hinders wider use of titanium, is relatively high cost of
it, which is caused by difficult process of preparation.
Titanium alloy with 15 wt. % of molybdenum was studied in this work. This
alloy was selected because of its particular significance in the development of
new biomaterials. The most used titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V consist of aluminium
and vanadium ions, which can cause some health problems. It is known that
aluminum ions cause neurological disorders, and vanadium ions are associated
with enzymatic disturbers, among other problems [2]. Ti-Mo alloys were studied
by Ho et al. and their studies were presented in papers [3] and [4]. These works
showed that Ti-15Mo alloy has elasticity modulus smaller than the commercially
pure Ti (CP titanium) and Ti-6Al-4V, but higher than Ti-7.5Mo alloy. However
the Ti-15Mo alloy showed better value of corrosion potential then Ti-7.5Mo.
Ti-15Mo stands out among the Ti-Mo system alloys not only due to its excel-
lent corrosion resistance but also its good combination of mechanical properties
such as fatigue, hardness, and wear resistance.
This thesis is divided into 5 chapters. Chapter 1 characterizes titanium and
provide informations on its alloys. Various phases that can be found in tita-
nium alloys and conditions of their occurrence are discussed. In this chapter, the
most important phase transformations are also described. Chapter 2 describes
the use and basic physical properties of the studied alloy. Furthermore, it tho-
roughly describes used experimental methods. Aims of the work are summarized
in Chapter 3. The next chapter presents the results and discussion of the fin-
dings obtained in the research. It deals with detection of phase transformations
occurring in the material, their characterization depending on their influence on
electrical resistance of the alloy. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the results of the
study and introduces the future investigations.
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1. Titanium and Titanium alloys
1.1 Titanium
1.1.1 Properties
Titanium is the ninth most plentiful element and the fourth most abundant struc-
tural metal [1]. It has atomic number 22 and belongs to Group 4 of the periodic
table of elements. It is a lustrous transition metal with a silver color, low density,
high strength and high corrosion resistance. In nature it occurs in five isotopes,
46Ti through 50Ti, with 48Ti being the most abundant (73.8%) [5].
In the nature, titanium is always bonded with other elements. Titanium
usually occurs in mineral sands containing rutile (TiO2) or ilmenite (FeTiO3).
Titanium dioxide is a very versatile white pigment used in paint, paper and plastic
and consumes most of world production of titanium [1]. Titanium is produced
commercially from these two ores by the Kroll process, which is complex and
expensive bath procedure. The process consists of following steps [6]:
The first reaction is chlorination, which is done in this way
TiO2 + 2Cl2 + C→ TiCl4 + CO2 (1.1)
or, thus,
TiO2 + 2Cl2 + 2C→ TiCl4 + 2CO. (1.2)
Next the destilation follows, because TiCl4 formed by chlorination needs to
be cleaned. At lower temperatures the impurities such as CO and CO2 are re-
moved. At higher temperatures titanium tetrachloride is cleaned from the SiCl4
and SnCl4. Such material is stored under an inert gas atmosphere for further use.
As the next step, the purified TiCl4 is inserted into reactor filled with inert
gas and metallic Mg. Then follows the heating to 800-850 ◦C to drive following
reduction reaction:
TiCl4 + 2Mg→ Ti + 2MgCl2. (1.3)
This actually occurs in two steps as follows:
TiCl4 + Mg→ TiCl2 + MgCl2, (1.4)
followed by
TiCl2 + Mg→ Ti + MgCl2. (1.5)
The titanium obtained by this process is quite pure. However, it occurs as a
mixture of pure metal and MgCl2. Most of MgCl2 is removed continually as the
Kroll reaction proceeds, but there is some residual amount that is removed later.
Titanium produced this way has sponge-like appearance. That is the reason,
why it is called sponge. The last stage in the production is crushing and sizing
of the sponge to produce granules of metallic titanium. The size of the granules
depends on the final product that is being produced. Coarser granules (up to
2.5 cm) are used for CP titanium and for standard grades of most alloys, but for
high performance applications, such as aircraft engines, smaller size of granules
(up to 1 cm) are typically required [6].
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Application potential of titanium and its alloys is limited by high reactivity
of titanium with oxygen. Limiting temperature for usage of titanium alloys is
about 600 ◦C [6].
1.1.2 Structure
Titanium is polymorphic, which means it can occur in more than one phase.
Phase formation depends on several conditions, such as temperature, pressure,
amount of alloying elements or cooling rate. The phases can be divided into equi-
librium (stable) and non-equilibrium (metastable). The stable phase is defined as
the state with the lowest Gibbs free energy (G) at specific conditions. However,
there are configurations that correspond to local minima of G but do not have
the lowest possible value of G. These conditions are called metastable. They can
be reached by displacive transformations (shearing, shuffling), when high heating
or cooling rates are used. The metastable phases will transform into stable ones
at specific conditions after sufficient amount of time [7].
At room temperature, pure titanium crystallizes in a hexagonal close packed
structure (hcp), which is known as α phase. Temperature 882 ◦C corresponds to
an allotropic phase transformation (so called β-transus). Above this temperature,
the structure transforms into a body-centered cubic (bcc). The temperature of the
β-transus for titanium alloys depends on the type and solute content of alloying
elements.
The unit cell of α phase with hcp structure along with the room temperature
lattice parameters a = 2.95 Å and c = 4.68 Å is shown in Fig. 1.1. The c/a ratio
for pure α titanium is therefore 1.587, which is smaller than ideal ratio 1.633 for
hcp.
Fig. 1.2 shows the unit cell of β phase with bcc structure. Its lattice parameter
is a = 3.32 Å for pure titanium at 900 ◦C. The most densely packed lattice planes
and directions are indicated in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. For hcp structure these planes
are basal (0001), prismatic (101̄0) and pyramidal (1̄011). For bcc structure it is
a system of six planes (110).
Figure 1.1: Unit cell of α phase [6] Figure 1.2: Unit cell of β phase [6]
Mechanical properties of the α phase are given by its hexagonal structure.
For example, it results in an anisotropy of elastic properties of single crystals
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of α titanium. The elastic modulus varies between 145 GPa for load parallel to
c-axis and 100 GPa perpendicular to the axis [1]. The shear modulus ranges from
46 GPa to 34 GPa for stresses applied in 〈112̄0〉 direction and in (0002) or {1010}
planes, respectively.
There are 12 slip systems in the hexagonal structure [6]. The slip system
consists of slip direction and slip plane. The three main slip directions are 〈112̄0〉,
which are in the (0001), the three {101̄0} planes and the six {1011̄} planes.
However, only 8 out of these 12 slip systems are independent, this is further
reduced only to 4, because the shape changes that are produced by combined
action of slip system in planes {0001} and {101̄0} with slip direction 〈112̄0〉 are
exactly the same as those of slip in the planes {101̄1} in direction 〈112̄0〉. These
planes and slip directions are shown in Fig. 1.3
Figure 1.3: Slip planes and slip directions in the hexagonal α phase [6]
According to von Mises criterion, at least five independent slip systems for
homogeneous plastic deformation in polycrystals are required. Therefore, one
additional mechanism is required. This is provided by twinning. However, in
α phase, the twinning is nearly suppressed and −→c +−→a slip with direction 〈112̄3〉
needs to be activated [6].
In the bcc β phase there are 12 slip systems, 6 planes {110} with 2 slip di-
rections 〈111〉. The von Mises criterion is fulfilled so the plastic deformation
of β phase is homogeneous. The elastic modulus of this phase just above the
β-transus temperature is about 58 GPa and the shear modulus is approximate-
ly 20 GPa [6]. These moduli cannot be measured for pure titanium at room
temperature because the β phase is not stable.
1.2 Titanium alloys
The main reasons for alloying titanium are to modify β-transus temperature and
also to produce a two phase region, where α+β coexist. Ti alloys typically receive
a thermomechanical treatment to precipitate additional phases. Solution treating
above the β-transus temperature followed by annealing precipitation of alpha
phase, omega phase and/or intermetallics improves yield strength and fracture
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toughness. The morphology, size and distribution of these precipitates determine
in large part the mechanical properties of the alloy. The alloying elements of
titanium are classified depending on their influence on the β-transus temperature
as neutral, α stabilizers, or β-stabilizers. For example, the substitution element
Al and the interstitial elements O, N and C are α-stabilizers and increase the
β-transus temperature with increasing solute content, as can be seen from the
schematic phase diagram in Fig. 1.6. The β-stabilizers (Mo, V, Ta, Nb, etc.) shift
the β-transus temperature to lower temperatures, while the neutral elements have
only minor influence on this temperature. They slightly decrease the transition
temperature for lower concentrations, but for higher concentrations the β-transus
temperature increases again.
Figure 1.4: Effect of alloying elements on phase diagrams of titanium alloys
(schematically) [6]
Most commonly used α-stabilizer is aluminium, because it is the only com-
mon metal raising the transition temperature with good solubility in both α and
β phases. The β-stabilizers are divided into β isomorphous elements and β eutec-
toid forming elements. By adding sufficient amount of the isomorphous elements,
the β phase could become stable at room temperature. The β eutectoid forming
elements have a limited solubility and even a very low volume fraction of them
can lead to the formation of intermetallic compounds.
The effect of alloying elements was expressed in terms of molybdenum equiv-
alency (equation 1.6. It shows the amount of each addition needed to have same
effect on the β-transus as molybdenum. The amount of molybdenum needed
in order to lower the martensitic decomposition of the β phase to the α phase
below room temperature is about 10 wt % of molybdenum. According to the
equation 1.6 , it correspond to 15 wt % of vanadium and to 3.5 wt % of iron.
[Mo]eq. = [Mo] + 0.67[V] + 0.44[W] + 0.28[Nb] + 0.22[Ta] + 2.9[Fe]
+1.6[Cr] + 1.25[Ni] + 1.7[Mn] + 1.7[Co]− 1.0[Al] (1.6)
The negative constant before Al in Equation 1.6 corresponds to its opposite
tendency to stabilize α phase [7].
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1.2.1 The classification of titanium alloys
Titanium alloys are divided depending on the amount of the alloying elements
into α, α+β and β alloys. The near α and the metastable β alloys are considered
in more detail. The classification is schematically shown in Fig. 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Schematic phase diagram to classify Ti alloys [7]
The α alloys contain only pure Ti, Ti alloyed with the α-stabilizers, or with
neutral elements. If minor fractions of β stabilizing elements are added, the
alloys are referred to as the near α alloys. The α + β alloys are the most widely
used alloys. The volume fraction of β phase at room temperature ranges from
5 - 40%. Further increase of the content of β stabilizing elements to a certain
level results in a decrease of temperature of the start of martesitic transformation
just bellow room temperature and β phase no longer transforms upon quenching.
This is still in the α + β class, but this is already in β metastable field. In the
equilibrium, the volume fraction of α phase can be more than 50 %. β metastable
alloys are the most versatile from all titanium alloys. Among the advantages of
these alloys belong high strength to weight ratio, high ductility and high fatigue
resistance. On the contrary, disadvantages in comparison with α + β alloys are
higher density and higher cost. Single-phase β alloy is created by further increase
of the β-stabilizers contents. These alloys do not have commercial or practical use,
because of rather poor mechanical properties with no possibility of precipitation
hardening. Therefore, β metastable alloys are also known as β alloys [1].
1.2.2 Phases in Ti alloys
The α and β phases were discussed earlier in this work. Both these phases can
be stable at room temperature. However, there exist more phases in titanium
alloys. One could be already seen in Fig. 1.5. It is one of the most studied phases
in titanium alloys - the ω phase.
The ω phase was discovered by Frost et al. [8] in 1954. Since then, this
phase has been found in numerous alloys of group IV transition elements. This
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phase received extensive attention of scientists. That is because of the complex
morphology of the ω phase and its effect on physical properties such as ductility,
superconductivity etc. The forming of the ω phase was explained by Hickman in
his review [9]. The main conditions under which ω phase grows according to [10]
are:
1. The thermal treatment:
(a) The ω phase forms upon quenching from β phase. This is common-
ly called athermal ω. Formation of this phase is diffusionless. The
experiments proved reversibility of β → ω transformation [11]. It
was also shown that even ultra fast quenching rates were insufficient
to suppress this transformation. For a particular composition there
is defined ω-start temperature (Tω), where this phase forms during
quenching. This temperature is schematically shown in Fig. 1.5 as line
which limits ω + β phase field [10].
(b) The ω phase forms during ageing at temperatures near Tω. This is
called isothermal ω, because thermal activation is necessary for its
growth. The exact ageing temperature range for ω phase formation
varies from one system to another. The growth of ωiso continues from
the ωath particles, which remain after heating to a certain temperature.
The growth of ωiso particles is diffusion controlled and it is accompa-
nied by a shift of lattice parameter of the β phase, which indicates an
enrichment of the β phase with alloying elements. The terms "ather-
mal" and "isothermal" are used to describe the thermal conditions
upon which the ω phase forms.
2. The pressure: The pressure aids the formation of the ω phase and extends
the range of compositions in which the ω is observed. At room temperature,
the pressure necessary to transform the ω form the α has to be higher than
about 30 kbar.
3. The deformation: The formation of the ω phase was observed in some alloys
during deformation by Bagaryatskiy et al. (in Ti-8Cr) [12] and by Kuan et
al. (in Ti-V alloy single crystal) [13].
The ω phase has either hexagonal or trigonal unit cell. The hexagonal ω,
which is known as ideal ω, occurs in less concentrated alloys, while the trigonal
occurrence is in the opposite. The unit cell of both has the c/a ' 0.612. Usually
in both ω phases there is no preferential occupancy of atom positions by any of
the constituents. The morphology of the ω particles depends on the coherency
strain associated with its forming. This is solute content dependent parameter.
In alloys where the misfit strain is less than 1%, e.g., Ti-Mo, Ti-Nb and Ti-Ta,
the occurring particles have ellipsoidal shape and their major axis is up to 100 nm
long. In the alloys where the misfit exceeds 1%, e.g., Ti-V, Ti-Ni and Ti-Cu, the
cuboidal ω precipitates with edge length up to 50 nm occur. It has been suggested
that the misfit determines the stability of the ω phase. The suggestion is based
on the hypothesis that many phases are stable only because of the constraint of
the parent lattice [14].
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If the solute content of β-stabilizer is high enough, the metastable ω phase
becomes unstable and does not precipitate. On the other hand, the β phase
separates into βlean and βrich. This occurs either by nucleation and growth or
by spinodal decomposition depending on the kinetics of the separation. βlean is
known as β’ and βrich simply as β, which can be seen in Fig. 1.5. The both
β phases have the same crystallographic structure as the parent phase. The
only differences are therefore solute content and lattice parameters. βlean forms
coherent and uniformly dispersed particles within the β matrix.
In pure Ti and dilute Ti alloys two more phases can occur by quenching from
β phase. They are thermal martensites. The hexagonal α’, and the orthorombic
α”. B2, α2 and γ phases also occur in titanium alloys. However, these phases are
not important for this work, so their description will be skipped.
1.3 Phase transformations
The phase transformation can be classified based on mechanisms. The designat-
ed two classes are: (a) diffusional and (b) displacive transformations. The first
one corresponds to reconstructive transformation in which atom movements from
the parent to the product lattice sites occur by random diffusional jumps. This
implies that near neighbour bonds are broken at the transformation front and
the product structure is reconstructed by placing the incoming atoms at appro-
priate positions which results in the growth of the product lattice. On the other
hand, atom movements in a displacive transformation can be accomplished by
a homogeneous distortion, shuffling of lattice planes, static displacement waves
or a combination of these. All these displacive modes involve cooperative move-
ments of large numbers of atoms in a diffusionless process. Displacive (which
includes martensitic) transformations are initiated by the formation of nuclei of
the product phase, and the growth of these nuclei occurs by the movement of a
shear front at a speed that approaches the speed of sound in the material [15].
Schematic diagram of atom movements can be seen in Fig. 1.6.
Many phase transformations occur in titanium alloys during thermo-mechanical
treatments. This work focuses on metastable β alloys, so the important ones for
this work are β → α, β → ω and ω → α transformations.
1.3.1 β → α transformation
The precipitation of α phase in β matrix is a thermally activated diffusional
process. It is controlled by the migration of the α/β interface and the diffusion
of solute atoms across the interface. Both processes occur simultaneously during
growth of the precipitates and the slower one determines the growth rate. When
the diffusion of solute atoms is slower than the interface migration rate, the
interface will move as fast as the diffusion allows and the transformation is said
to be diffusion controlled. On the other hand, when the interface mobility is the
limiting process, interface controlled transformation occurs [7]. Upon cooling from
the β phase the most densely packed planes of the bcc β phase {110} transform
to basal planes {0001} of hexagonal α phase. This transformation causes a slight
atomic distortion, see Fig. 1.7. This is reason for non-ideal c/a ratio of the α phase
9
Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of atom movements across the transformation
front in a (a) displacive transformation; (b) diffusional transformation [15].





Figure 1.7: β/α transformation according to Burgers relationship [1]
The preferred nucleation sites of the α phase growth in β alloys are: β/β
grain boundaries, previously formed α particles, ω particles, dislocations and
βlean phase formed during phase separation in β titanium alloys. In α+ β alloys,
one more additional nucleation site, the martensite plates, is present [15].
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Each nucleation site results in a distinct morphology and distribution of the
α phase. Three types of nucleation mechanisms are distinguished based on the
ageing temperature and the nucleation site [16]:
1. At relatively low ageing temperatures (below 450 ◦C), the appearance of
α is preceded by ω. The α precipitates are extremely fine and dispersed
uniformly throughout the β matrix. This transformation is explained in
detail in Section: 1.3.3.
2. For ageing temperatures above 400 ◦C, there is a sufficient thermal activa-
tion to allow non-uniform nucleation of the α phase. The nucleated α phase
bears no relationship to the dispersion of the ω phase in the β matrix. The
grain boundaries were observed as nucleation sites for this transformation,
but there is also an evidence of nucleation within grains. The precipitates
of the α phase are non-uniform plates with high aspect ratio. The observed
distribution of the α phase precipitates is called patchy.
3. The third precipitation regime is evident at higher temperatures (above
650 ◦C). Thick α layers form along β/β grain boundaries with smaller
number of the α precipitates. The low number of precipitates reflects small
driving force for α nucleation as the temperature approaches the β-transus.
1.3.2 β → ω transformation
As mentioned earlier, the ω phase appears as a metastable phase in Ti alloys which
contain the required levels of β stabilizing elements. The orientation relationship




In the most common model of forming the ω phase, the ω lattice is created
by collapsing a pair of the (111)β planes to the intermediate position, leaving the
next plane unaffected, and collapsing the next pair of planes and so on. This is
schematically shown in Fig. 1.8. According to this picture, the planes marked as 1
and 2 collapse in the middle (marked as 1.5) and the 0 and 3 are kept unaffected.
If the collapse is complete, a sixfold rotation symmetry is created around
the [111]β direction along which lattice collapse occurs. In case the collapse is
incomplete, the resulting ω structure has a trigonal symmetry. The hexagonal
and the trigonal structures can be formed by introducing a displacement wave in
the parent bcc structure. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.9 where a displacement wave
with the wave vector,
−→
K = 2/3[111]β, can create the hexagonal structure when
the amplitude of the wave is sufficient for moving {222} planes by a distance
1/2{222}. When the amplitude of the wave is smaller, the resulting structure is
trigonal.
There are four possible [111]β directions, which results into four possible crys-
tallographic variants of the ω structure in a parent bcc crystal.
The β → ω transformation proceeds under two different conditions, name-
ly, during quenching from the β phase field and during isothermal ageing at a
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Figure 1.8: Schematic collapse of (111)β planes [15]
Figure 1.9: The displacement of {222} planes [15]
temperature below about 400 ◦C. The kinetic characteristics of these two cases
correspond to an athermal and a thermally activated process, respectively.
Athermal β → ω transformation
This is a pure shuffle transformation and does not include any macroscopic shape
strain. When such a mechanism is operative, the product and the parent phases
can maintain complete coherency along the entire interface. This could be at-
tained by quenching an ω forming alloy from the β phase field. The athermal
nature of the transformation has been established through ultrahigh quench rate
experiments. The fact that the transformation is not suppressible even under
such quenching conditions suggests that the transformation can occur without
any thermal activation. The complete reversibility of the transformation is yet
another evidence for its athermal nature. All these observations suggest that this
transformation can be classified as a displacive transformation. Particles of the
ω phase that form during quenching do not have a plate-like morphology or a
surface relief effect typical for a martensitic transformation. Because of that, the
athermal β → ω transformation is not categorized as a martensitic transformation
even though it has athermal and composition-invariant character.
Thermally activated precipitation of the ω phase
Precipitates of the ω phase grow in the β phase upon ageing at temperatures
below ∼ 400 ◦C, which is the upper limit for this transformation in most of the
β solid solutions. The increase in the volume fraction and the growth of ω par-
ticles with increasing ageing time indicates a thermally activated transformation
mechanism. The lattice correspondence between the β and the structure of ωiso
is the same as that observed in the case of the athermal transformation. These
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features suggest that the isothermal precipitation occurs by an atomistic mecha-
nism which is essentially the same as that in the athermal transformation. The
thermally activated component of the transformation mainly involves a solute-
partitioning process which accompanies the lattice collapse mechanism.
1.3.3 ω → α transformation
The over-ageing of material with ω + β phase microstructure results in α phase
precipitation. Different mechanisms have been proposed describing the role of ω
precipitates in the nucleation of α precipitates:
1. At the ω/β interfaces. It was shown in [17] that when the critical misfit
of the interface is exceeded, interfacial edge dislocations form in 〈110〉β
directions. The formation of dislocations is then followed by nucleation of
α rod-shaped precipitate lying in the same orientation as the corresponding
dislocation. The nucleation at the dislocation or adjacent to it is happening
due to stress fields induced by the dislocation. The α phase nucleated at
the ω/β interface has the following orientation relationship with the β and
the ω phases [18]:
(0001)ω ‖ (1210)α ‖ (111)β
(1120)ω ‖ (0001)α ‖ (011)β
[1100]ω ‖ (1011)α ‖ [211]β
(1.9)
After some ageing time the α phase grows over the ω phase.
2. In the systems with a lower ω/β misfit, there are two different models of
ω → α transformation [19]:
(a) The α precipitates nucleate at certain distance from the ω/β interface.
This is caused by local rejection of the ω destabilizers (= α stabilizers),
during the isothermal ageing of ω precipitates, which aids the nucle-
ation of α precipitates in the vicinity of the ω precipitates.
(b) By displacive transformation within the core of the ω precipitates,
leading to the formation of α platelets. There is a strict orientation
relationship at the α/ω interface. This leads to a perfect planar inter-
face between these two phases and the α phase is able to grow from
the ω phase. Two kinetic growth regimes were observed, so model
explaining the nucleation and growth mechanism of α phase can be
proposed [20] and schematically shown in Fig. 1.10: After nucleation
from the ω phase by a displacive transformation, the α phase growth
associated with the first regime is directly issued from the ω consump-
tion. This leads to the plate-like morphology. During the second
regime, the ω phase has completely disappeared and the α growth is
now governed by the interface mobility between α and β. From this
point and depending on the degree of coherency, the mobility of the
interface in the width direction is lower (better coherency) than in the
length direction.
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Figure 1.10: Nucleation and growth model of α phase: (a) ω phase acting as a
heterogeneous nucleation site, (b) α growth from ω consumption, (c) ω disap-




In this research, Ti-15Mo titanium alloy with 15 wt. % (8.1 at. %) of molybdenum
was studied. The material was solution treated (ST) at 900 ◦C for 4 hours and
subsequently quenched in water.
Molybdenum is a beta stabilizing element and a minimum 10 wt. % molyb-
denum content is needed in a Ti-Mo binary alloy to lower the temperature of the
start of martesitic transformation below room temperature, which makes β phase
no longer transform upon quenching. Fig. 2.1 shows the equilibrium binary phase
diagram of the Ti-Mo system. The red line indicates the chemical composition
of the Ti-15Mo alloy. The α + β to β phase transformation (β-transus) occurs
around 750 ◦C. In Table 2.2 significant points of Ti-Mo system are summarized.
Figure 2.1: Equilibrium phase diagram of Ti-Mo system [15].
Phase reaction Type of reaction Temperature Composition[ ◦C] (at. % Mo)
L ↔ β Melting 1670 0
L ↔ Mo Melting 2623 100
β ↔ β′ + β Spinodal decomposition ∼ 850 ∼ 33
β ↔ α + β Monotectoid ∼ 695 (12) (0.4) (∼ 60)
β ↔ α Allotropic 882 0
Table 2.1: Significant points of Ti-Mo system [15].
The equilibrium solid phases are: the bcc β solid solution, in which Ti and
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Mo are completely miscible above the allotropic transformation temperature of
Ti (882 ◦C), the hcp α solid solution in which the solubility of Mo is restricted
(maximum of about 0.4 at.%). This system exhibits a miscibility gap in β. Thus,
phase separation occurs in β′ + β regime. The monotectoid reaction: β ↔ α+ β
takes place at about 695 ◦C [15].
Ti-15Mo is a relatively new material used mainly for biomedical applications
that belongs to an advanced class of metallic biomaterials known as β titanium al-
loys. The Ti-Mo alloy system was originally developed for the chemical industry
to provide a titanium alloy with improved corrosion resistance. High temper-
ature applications were also investigated but thermal handling difficulties and
microstructure instability at moderate temperatures prevented widespread use in
the aerospace industry.
Composition limits for Ti-15Mo are specified by a standard and are listed in
Table 2.2.








Table 2.2: Composition limits for Ti-15Mo alloy [21].
Important physical properties are summarized in Table 2.3. The values of
electrical resistance and thermal conductivity are for fully aged material.
Density [mg/cm3] 4.96
Modulus of Elasticity in Tension [GPa] 78 (β)105 (α + β)
Electrical Resistivity at 31 ◦C [µΩ mm−1] 800
Mean Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 8.5from 50–600 ◦C [10−6/◦C]
Thermal Conductivity at 31 ◦C [cal/cm s◦C] 0.03
Table 2.3: Physical properties of Ti-15Mo alloy [21].
2.2 Electrical resistance measurement
Measurement of electrical resistance and its dependence on temperature is com-
monly used for detection of structural changes and phase transformations in the
material. To be able to successfully understand processes, which occur in material
by measuring electrical resistance, basic theoretical knowledge of electrical con-
ductivity is necessary. The electrical conductivity (σ) is the ability of a substance
to conduct an electric current and it is the inverse of the resistivity (ρ):
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σ = 1/ρ (2.1)
The resistivity is material property, whilst resistance (R) refers only to specific





where S stands for cross-section area of the sample and l for its length.
In most materials (e.g. metals), the current is carried by electrons. They
are fermions (particles which have half-integer spin) and according to the Pauli
exclusion principle, no two electrons in an atom can have the same set of (four)
quantum numbers. At absolute zero electrons stay at the lowest possible energy
states and they all have energy lower than the so called Fermi energy. It is the
energy of the highest occupied single particle state (at 0 K). At higher tempera-
tures a certain fraction, characterized by the Fermi function (equation 2.3), will
exist above the Fermi energy [22].
f(E) =
1
e(E−EF )/kT + 1
, (2.3)
where E is energy, k represents Botzmann’s constant, T absolute temperature and
EF is the Fermi level. It is energy level with 50 % probability of occupation at
finite temperature. The Fermi level plays an important role in the band theory of
solids. Bands represent the available energies for electrons in the material. Crucial
to the conduction process is whether or not there are electrons in the conduction
band. In conductors like metals the valence band (contains valence electrons,
which are in the outermost shell of an atom) overlaps the conduction band. In
semiconductors there is a small enough gap between the valence and conduction
bands that thermal or other excitations can bridge the gap. A large gap separates
valence and conduction band in insulators [22]. Fig. 2.2 schematically shows
energy bands in solids.
Figure 2.2: Schematic energy bands in solids [23].
Energy, which excites electrons into conducting states, is provided by an elec-
tric field. The force acting on the electron is −eE (e is the electric charge, E is
the value of electric field). This force produces a constant acceleration, therefore,
in the absence of obstacles the electron speeds up continuously in the electric
field. In a real solid, the electrons scatter by collisions with imperfections and
due to atomic thermal vibrations. This "frictions" leads to electric resistance. To
characterize the flow of an electron in the direction of the acting force, the drift






where τ represents the average time between collisions. The "friction" transfers
a part of the energy supplied by the electric field into the lattice as Joule’s heat.






The conductivity of the material can be expressed in terms of the Fermi speed











The mean free path d for Ti could by approximately computed with these
parameters: free electron density: n = 2.26 × 1029, conductivity at 20 ◦C: σ =
2.38 × 106 /Ωm, Fermi speed: vF = 1.76 × 106 m/s, electron mass: m = 9.12 ×
10−31 kg and electron electric charge: e = 1.6× 10−19 C. After substitution the
mean free path equals:
d
.
= 6.6× 10−10m = 0.66nm (2.7)
The resistivity ρ is defined by scattering events due to the imperfections and
thermal vibrations. Matthiessen rule says that the total resistivity ρtotal can be
approximated by adding up several different terms:
ρtotal = ρthermal + ρimpurity + ρdeformation, (2.8)
where the components stand for different types of electron scattering: ρthermal - on
thermal vibrations, ρimpurity - on impurities, ρdeformation - on deformation-induced
defects.
Influence of temperature
In the first approximation resistivity of material rises linearly with temperature
(increasing thermal vibrations and density of vacancies):
ρ(T ) = ρ0 [1 + α (T − T0)] , (2.9)
where α is called the temperature resistivity coefficient (TRC), T0 is a reference
temperature, and ρ0 is the resistivity at T0. The parameter α is an empirical
parameter fitted from measurement data and varies for different reference tem-
peratures. The relationship 2.9 is valid only in a range of temperatures around
the T0. When the temperature varies over a large temperature range, the linear
approximation is inadequate [24].
Electrical resistivity of metals generally increases with temperature. Key role
can be played by an electron–phonon (thermal vibrations) interactions. Around
room temperature, the resistance of a metal should increase linearly with tem-
perature. At cryogenic temperatures, the temperature dependence of resistivity
is mathematically approximated by the Bloch–Grüneisen formula [24]:
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(ex − 1) (1− e−n) , (2.10)
where ρ0 is the residual resistivity due to defect scattering, A is a constant.
ΦR is the Debye temperature and n is integer that depends upon the nature of
interaction:
1. n = 5 - scattering of electrons by phonons (for simple metals)
2. n = 3 - s-d electron scattering (for transition metals; scattering of conduc-
tion (s) electrons in d band)
3. n = 2 - electron–electron interaction.
Influence of imperfections
In a perfect lattice at 0 K no electron scattering occur. However, metal lattices
are not perfect. Lattice imperfection include vacancies, dislocations, impurities.
These defects scatter conduction electrons, which increase electric resistivity of
the material. Impurities that form in solid solution affect resistivity in following
way [25]
ρimpurity = A cimpurity (1− cimpurity) , (2.11)
where cimpurity is impurity concentration, A – composition independent constant.
For two phase alloys, the rule-of-mixtures can be used:
ρeff = ραVα + ρβVβ, (2.12)
where the term stand for: ρeff - effective resistivity, V - volume fraction of α
or β phase, ρ - resistivity of α or β phase. Alloying pure metal always increases
the amount of disorder in the lattice. Therefore, the resistivity of material also
increases. This happens even when the added metal has a lower resistivity in
its pure form. For low concentrations of added metal, the resistivity increases
linearly, but for higher percentages the increase goes slower. A maximum is
usually reached around a 50 % composition. Higher contents can be considered
as alloy of first metal in second one.
Four-point method was used for this study. Circuit scheme of this technique
is shown in Fig. 2.3. Electrical current passes through the two outer probes
(1 and 4), while the voltage is measured between the two inner contacts (2 and 3).
The advantage of this method is that the resistance of connecting leads and their
contacts with the sample does not affect the measured resistance. Since the
resistance of the voltmeter is much greater that the resistance of the sample,
the current which flows through the voltmeter is negligible compared to the flow
through the sample. Thus, the resistance of the voltmeter leads and contacts
does not play a significant role. Commutated direct current is used to eliminate
transient and thermoelectric effects, which arise due to different temperatures
on the contacts during voltage measurements and on joints of different material.
The influence of these effects can be eliminated by calculating the average voltage
values measured for current flow in both directions.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic four-point probe.
Samples for electrical resistance measurements were cut from bulk material
by an automatic precision saw Struers Accutom-50 with Struers silicon-carbide
wafering blade. The blade speed was 1500 rpm and the feed rate 0.005 mm s−1.
Material cooling during cutting and cutting debris removal was ensured by recir-
culating water. Specimens had a shape shown in Fig. 2.4 and were about 1 mm
thick. These plates were subjected to the heat treatment determined from mea-
surement of ST samples. To eliminate any deformation or contamination of the
surface layer, approximately 0.2 mm was removed from both sides by grinding
with 220 grit (European FEPA grading) SiC grinding paper. Then the sam-
ples were ground and polished using 500 and 800 grit SiC papers. The resulting
thickness of the samples was about 0.6 mm.
Figure 2.4: Shape of the sample used for electrical resistance measurement.
Thickness is 0.6 mm.
The voltage was measured simultaneously with the electrical current using
nanovoltmeter Keithley 2182 and SourceMeter Keithley 2400 device, respectively.
The samples were placed in a specially designed furnace which allows precise
heating of the sample in the protective argon atmosphere up to 850 ◦C. Heating
rate used in most measurements was 5 ◦C/min. Fig. 2.5 schematically shows the
furnace used in this measurement.
Measurement at cryogenic temperatures was done in following way. The sam-
ple was inserted between two 10 mm thick copper sheets. This ensures an uniform
distribution of the heat along the sample. This system was put into liquid ni-
trogen. When the system stabilized (the sample and the copper sheets had the
temperature of boiling nitrogen) the measurement started. The sample was not
heated by any device, the temperature rose only because of surroundings. The
dependence of temperature on time is shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: Furnace chart: 1 - sample, 2 - thermocouple, 3 - signal lead,
4 - heating coil, 5 - power lead, 6 - water cooling system, 7 - heat basin, 8 - internal














Figure 2.6: The dependence of temperature on time for the device in the range
from -196 ◦C up to room temperature (RT).
The Fig. 2.6 shows that the heating rate during this measurement is slow
enough. Thus, the results obtained by this measurement are not affected by high
heating rate.
2.3 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
DSC is a thermoanalytical technique, which measures the difference in the amount
of heat required to increase the temperature of a sample and a reference one. The
measured and the reference sample are maintained at nearly the same tempera-
ture during the experiment. The reference sample has to have a well-defined heat
capacity over the measured range of temperatures. A DSC measuring cell consists
of a furnace and an integrated sensor with designated positions for the sample
and reference pans (Fig. 2.7). The sensor areas are connected to thermocouples,
which allows measuring temperatures of both, the sample and the reference. The
DSC signal (heat flux) is then plotted as a function of temperature or time.
The reference side (usually an empty pan) generally heats faster than the
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Figure 2.7: DSC measuring cell [26].
sample side, because of the heat capacity of the sample. The two dependen-
cies exhibit parallel behaviour during heating at a constant heating rate – until
a reaction in sample the occurs, such as a phase transition. More or less heat
will need to flow to the sample than to the reference to maintain both at the
same temperature. Whether less or more heat must flow to the sample depends
on whether the process is exothermic or endothermic. For example, during en-
dothermic process the heat is absorbed by the sample. Likewise, as the sample
undergoes exothermic processes (such as crystallization) less heat is required to
raise the sample temperature. Any transition accompanied by a change in specific
heat produces a discontinuity in the power signal, which gives peaks whose areas
are proportional to the total enthalpy change. Orientation of the peaks depends
on the used notation. In this work exothermic peaks are directed upwards and
endothermic downwards [27]. The exothermic processes are for example: solid-
ification, crystallization, some cross-linking processes, oxidation reactions, and
some decomposition reactions. Among endothermic processes belongs melting,
dissolution, etc.
The differential scanning calorimetry measurements were performed on Net-
zsch calorimeter DSC 404 Pegasus. The sample was held in a static argon atmo-
sphere during the whole measurement. Two heating rates were selected for this
study – 5 ◦C/min and 50 ◦C/min.
2.4 Scanning electron microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used for the study of microstructure of
the samples. An electron beam is focused to a spot of about 0.4 nm to 5 nm
in diameter. The electromagnetic lenses in the microscope deflect the beam in
the x and y axes so it scans in a raster fashion over a rectangular area of the
sample surface. In contrast to an optical microscope the resulting image in SEM
is created by secondary signal - back-scattered (BSE) or secondary electrons (SE).
The big advantage of SEM compared to the light microscope is a large depth of
focus. The interaction of accelerated electrons with solid sample produces also
other signals, which carry additional information about the sample e.g., X-rays,
Auger electrons, cathodoluminescence.
Fig. 2.8 shows the excitation volume, which represents the area under the
sample surface, where the primary electrons are decelerated and where the in-
dividual signals are formed [28]. Primary electrons penetrate to a certain depth
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below the surface of the material, where they are diffused and absorbed by the
atoms in the sample. Scattering of electrons can be either elastic or inelastic.
Figure 2.8: Excitation volume [28].
The elastically scattered primary electrons do not lose their energy in the
surface layer of the sample. They only change the direction of motion and after
multiple scattering are reflected back from the sample at a certain angle. There-
fore, they are called backscattered electrons (BSE). The intensity of reflected BSE
depends on the average atomic number Z of elements in the region from which
the electrons are reflected. If it is an area with heavier elements (with higher
atomic number), electrons are reflected with higher intensity than from lighter
elements. Thus, in the images obtained using BSE, areas with higher Z appear
brighter. BSE signal is used for elemental and phase analysis.
During an inelastic scattering process, primary electrons lose some energy.
This energy is transmitted to the atoms in the surface layer. It leads to excitation
of the atom which induces the emission of secondary particles from the inner
shell. If the secondary particles are electrons, the effect is denoted as secondary
electron (SE) emission. The excited electron moves towards the surface of the
sample undergoing elastic and inelastic collisions until it reaches the surface,
where it can escape if it still has sufficient energy. These energies are low (up to
50 eV [29]). This signal allows to establish the topography of the sample because
the SE can escape only from thin surface layer. The inclined surfaces and humps
emit more SE and these areas are displayed lighter shade than the pits.
Another important tool for material investigation in SEM is the energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). The excited atom, from which the primary
electron ejected an inner-shell electron, must return to the ground state. An elec-
tron hole is left after the ejection of the core electron. The electrons fall down
to lower orbitals and leave the excited state, energy is emitted in the form of
photons (X-rays). The wavelength of the photons is determined by the difference
in energy between the two states which electrons transitted. These emitted pho-
tons form the element’s spectrum. As the energy of the X-rays are characteristic
of the difference in energy between the two shells, and of the atomic structure
of the element from which they were emitted, this allows to investigate chemical
composition of the sample.
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The samples for SEM investigation were prepared in the same way as samples
for electrical resistance measurement. However, they were further polished by
1200, 2400 and 4000 grit SiC papers. Final polishing was done using a vibratory
polisher and employing 0.3 µm and 0.05 µm aqueous alumina suspensions (Al2O3)
and 0.05 µm colloidal silica.
For the microstructural study of the samples scanning electron microscope
QUANTA 200 FEG from FEI with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV was used.
The microscope is equipped with BSE, SE and EDX detectors.
2.5 Microhardness testing
During the Vickers microhardness testing, a diamond indenter is impressed into
the polished surface of the tested specimen. The indenter has pyramidal shape
with a square base. The opposite sides form an angle of 136◦. Fig. 2.9 shows
the shape of the indenter used in Vickers method. Defined force is applied to
the indenter and it is pressed into the specimen for a certain time. After the
indentation, a small hole is left in the material. In an ideal case, the shape of the
indentation is a square as it is shown in Fig. 2.10.
Figure 2.9: Shape of the indenter
used in Vickers microhardness test-
ing [30].
Figure 2.10: Shape of the indenta-
tion left on the sample after Vickers
microhardness testing [30].






where d the is average length of the diagonal of the imprint left by the indenter
in millimeters. Microhardness is determined by the ratio F/A, where F is the








where F is in kilogram-force (kgf), or kilopond, which is a gravitational metric
unit of force. It is equal to the magnitude of the force exerted by one kilogram
of mass in a 9.80665 m/s2 gravitational field [32].
The microhardness testing allows quick and easy estimation of basic mecha-
nical properties of the material (e.g. the ultimate and tensile strength. Which
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linearly correlates with the value of microhardness [33]). A matrix of indents on
the surface is used for detection of inhomogeneities in the structure of the tested
material.
The microhardess measurement was conducted on the samples previously used
for SEM investigation.
The measurement was done with microhardness tester QNESS A10+. The
computer program QPix Control automatically processed and evaluated micro-
hardness values. The force applied by the indenter to the samples was 1 kgf.
2.6 Transmission electron microscopy
A beam of accelerated electrons is used in transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) for imaging. The electron beam is emitted by thermal emission from
the tungsten filament and passes through the optical system of the microscope.
The electromagnetic lenses of TEM focus the electron beam and transmit it to
the sample. The electrons are diffracted by crystal lattice. The resulting image
consists of transmitted (not diffracted) and diffracted electrons and is observed
on a fluorescent screen. Magnification in TEM can reach 105×. If the microscope
is focused in the objective plane, one observes a direct image of the sample, so
called bright field (BF), where the image is created by transmitted not diffract-
ed electrons, or dark field (DF), where the observing aperture defines beam of
diffracted electrons. If the microscope is focused in the back focal plane, the
diffraction pattern with Kikuchi lines is obtained. This allows to easily deter-
mine the orientation of the sample [34].
For TEM observation, samples in the form of a disc with a diameter of 3 mm
with a hole in the middle need to be produced. First, thin plates were cut
from the bulk material by the same saw as previous specimens. However, they
were thinned to thickness of about 0.15 mm using abrasive papers of various
grit sizes. After that, the discs with the diameter of 3 mm were mechanically
punched from the thinned material. Electropolishing which is commonly used for
TEM sample preparation, cannot be used in the case of Ti-15Mo, as the material
gets contaminated by hydrogen during the electropolishing at low temperatures
(-20 ◦C) and the hydrides form inside the material. They have bigger volume
than the original material, which leads to swelling accompanied by twinning.
When the hole occurs, the tension inserted in material by forming of hydrides
distorts the sample. When heated up to room temperature hydrogen evaporates,
but the distorted structure remains [35]. Image of the distorted sample is shown
in Fig. 2.11 and the Fig. 2.12 shows it in detail. The big clearly visible needle-
shaped areas probably occurs during creation of hole, thanks to strain in sample.
Most of twins can be seen near the grain boundaries. They even grow through
needle-shaped areas.
The samples for TEM were prepared by ion polishing, where accelerated argon
ions sputter away material until it is transparent.
The prepared samples were mounted on a special holder which allows double
tilt. The observations were performed on JEOL JEM 2000FX microscope with
an operating voltage of 200 kV.
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Figure 2.11: Microstructure of the electropolished sample.
Figure 2.12: Detailed microstructure of the electropolished sample.
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3. Aims of the thesis
The ultimate goal of the research in the present work is the detection and charac-
terization of the phase transformations, which occur in Ti-15Mo during heating.
These transformations were detected using in-situ electrical resistance measure-
ment of solution treated sample. This measurement showed interesting changes
in dependence of electrical resistance on temperature. The material was aged
at temperatures determined by this result, as well as to correlate with measure-
ments presented in literature. The influence of ageing at these temperatures on
the resistance of the material was studied. Next, the actual processes, which
occur in material will be identified and discussed. Also the influence of the phase
transformations on the mechanical properties (microhardness) will be measured.
This present work focuses in particular on:
• Detection and characterization of the phase transformations occurring in
Ti-15Mo during heating.
• Studying the influence of these processes on: electrical resistance, microstruc-
ture and microhardness.
• Comparison of results given by each measuring method and an explanation
of the differences.
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4. Results and Discussion
The methods discussed in Chapter 2 were used to accomplish the aims of the work.
The following results and discussion will be divided into the parts corresponding
to the used methods. The main results will be presented and discussed in this
Chapter.
4.1 Electrical resistance measurement
For easier comparison of measurements of electrical resistance evolution of diffe-
rent samples, the results have to be normalized. The best solution would be to
normalize by the shape of the sample - compute resistivity: ρ = RS/l. Howev-
er, because the shape of used samples is quite complex, this computation would
not be accurate enough. The normalization by initial resistance or RRT is com-
monly used [20]. Samples with different thermal history were measured in this
work. These samples have varying structure at RT. During heating up to tem-
perature above the β-transus, all effects caused by previous thermal treatment
should disappear and the structure of the samples should differ minimally (above
the β-transus temperature only the β phase occurs in the material). Because of
that, we tried to normalize most of presented results by resistance at the maxi-
mal measured temperature (850 ◦C). However, this choice was also not ideal. The
structure is never completely the same. This is very probably caused by different
oxidation of each sample at high temperatures. It results in deviation between
curves of the resistance dependence. Fig. 4.1 shows a comparison of samples after
identical heat treatment (two samples aged at 300 ◦C for 4 hours and two aged
at 300 ◦C for 16 hours), as well as different ones (solution treated and quenched
in water after heating up to 550 ◦C). One can see that for samples with the same
thermal history, curves normalized by RRT value are in good agreement at lower
temperatures. For higher temperatures it sometimes goes a little bit off, probably
because of oxidation. However, this deflection has the same effect for normali-
zing by R850 where the curves are not in agreement at lower temperatures. For
different samples the typical approach of normalizing by RRT fails. On the other
hand, the the normalization by R850 gives nice results, which is clearly visible
from the Fig. 4.2.
However, neither one of the previous normalizations is satisfying enough.
Therefore, we normalized by value of resistance at 600 ◦C (R600). This is shown
in Fig. 4.3.
The last normalization shows the best visual agreement for curves. Regardless
of the thermal treatment history of the material, the normalized resistance of all
samples exhibits the same evolution around 600 ◦C. Moreover, oxidation is still
minimal at this temperature. Therefore, normalization by R600 will be used
in this work for comparison of the results for different samples. The repeated
measurements for each condition of material show good agreement throughout
nearly the whole measurement (oxidation occurring at high temperatures can be
neglected). That fact proves the reproducibility of measurement. The results will
be, for lucidity, presented just for one sample. The figures where the results are
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Figure 4.3: Normalization by R600.
always shown in the y-axis label.
The measurement done on the solution treated material is shown in Fig. 4.4,
where the red line represents electrical resistance during heating and the blue
one during cooling. These results are also presented in Attachments at page 57
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as two pictures next to each other. The temperature dependence of electrical
resistance for heating is on the left panel and for cooling on the right panel. It
is also necessary to note that for cooling, temperature on the x axis goes from
higher to lower values.
Figure 4.4: The dependence of electrical resistance on temperature for ST sample.
The trend of electrical resistance changed at 225 ◦C, 356 ◦C and 560 ◦C
during heating and at 380 ◦C during cooling. In the intervals defined by these
temperatures, the monotonicity of the function changed between increasing and
decreasing. The significant temperatures define zones shown in Attachments at
page 57. These zones correlate with phase transformations which occur in the
material. Also the derivative of the dependence from this measurement (Fig. 4.5)
shows several significant points which are at 112 ◦C, 317 ◦C, 437 ◦C, 539 ◦C,
575 ◦C and 730 ◦C. The change of monotonicity of resistance indicates, that new
transformation (scattering mechanism) begins to outweigh the old one. Whereas



































Figure 4.5: Derivative of the dependence of electrical resistance on temperature
of ST material.
The resistance evolution from Fig. 4.4 and its derivative (Fig. 4.5) were used
to determine the further thermal treatment of investigated specimens.
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4.1.1 Zone I
In order to determine lower limit of zone I and to investigate behaviour of electrical
resistivity at low temperatures, the specimen was cooled in liquid nitrogen and
then left to heat up to room temperature. The electrical resistance and the
temperature were measured. The result is shown in Fig. 4.6. The resistance
decreases with increasing temperature for the whole measurement and does not
reach the maximum even at the lowest temperature. These results suggest, that
this zone starts even lower than -196 ◦C. It is not possible to exactly define
this temperature until the measurements for even lower temperatures are done.
















Figure 4.6: The dependence of electrical resistance on temperature from -196 ◦C
to RT of ST sample.
The anomalous negative temperature coefficient of electrical resistance (TRC),
where TRC = d(R/R0)
dT
is linked to the ωath phase which forms during cooling from
the β phase by a shuffle transformation. In the vicinity of the coherent β/ω
interface elastic strain field occurs. It is an obstacle for movement of conducting
electrons and increases electric resistance of the sample. During heating, the ωath
dissolves by an inverse shuffle and these elastic strain fields are released, which
clears the matrix for electron drift. It leads to a decrease in conduction electron
scattering and therefore the resistance drops [36]. The presence of the ωath was
investigated by TEM. The diffraction pattern of solution treated sample is shown
in Fig. 4.7. The bright points are caused by diffraction of electrons on planes in
β phase. The less intense points are caused by the ω phase. This figure confirms
the presence of ωath phase and also the Burgers relationship between the β and
the ω phase.
Fig. 4.8 schematically shows the negative diffraction pattern for the ω and
β phase. It has the same orientation as measured one (Fig. 4.7) and could be used
to identify the reflections. One can see, that only two (out of four) orientations
of the ω particles in β matrix are visible. The reflections for other two merge
together with the reflections from the β phase.
One weak beam from Fig. 4.7 corresponding to diffraction {2020}ω was se-
lected and the DF image of the sample was taken. The white dots represent the
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Figure 4.7: Negative TEM diffraction pattern of solution treated Ti-15Mo, show-
ing presence of two phases: [110]β ‖ [1120]ω.
Figure 4.8: Schematic diffraction pattern denoting indices of the reflections [38].
ω precipitates. Their size is in the order of nanometers. There are four possible
orientations of the ω particles in the β-matrix. Selected beam corresponds to
only one orientation. Fig. 4.7 shows only 1/4 of ω particles.
The ωath transformation is reversible up to about 110 ◦C. This was proven
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Figure 4.9: ωath in solution treated Ti-15Mo shown by DF TEM.
by repeated heating (heating rate 5 ◦C/min) and cooling of the sample. It was
sequentially heated up to 80, 90 and 100◦C. The record of this measurement is
plotted in Fig. 4.10. One can see, that the lines for cooling and heating follow
the same path and resistance returns to the value, as it had before. The point of
reversibility could be seen in Fig. 4.5 as the first minimum in the derivative. At
this temperature the diffusion controlled growth of ω starts. Particles, which grow
diffusionally, are referred to as ωiso. Most of the ωath precipitates still inversely
shuffle back to the β phase. As the number of ωath particles decreases and growth
of ωiso gets more rapid, the resistance increases with temperature and the material




















Figure 4.10: The electrical resistance dependence on temperature during heating
and cooling.
In most metals, the resistivity of material decrease with precipitation of new
phase, which is opposite of observed effect. When new phase diffusely nucleates
during heating in typical alloy, the coherent precipitates grow first. Later the
incoherent ones. The precipitates of new phase have different chemical composi-
tion than matrix. Their growth cleans the matrix from impurities, such as dopant
atoms, which caused scattering of conduction electrons and the resistivity of ma-
terial decreases. The newly formed phase interfaces increase electrical resistivity
of material, but this effect is much lower than previous. On the other hand, if
the precipitates of some phase are not stable and dissolute during heating the
electric resistivity of material increases.
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In metastable β titanium alloys, the ωath forms by diffusionless shuffle trans-
formation. They are very small (around 1 nm) and occupy quite high volume
fraction (tens of percent). The forming of this particles does not clean the ma-
trix. It even greatly deforms the matrix and around each particle are elastic strain
fields. When the ωath dissolutes (by inverse shuffle transformation), the elastic
strain fields are relaxing and number of electron scattering sites decreases.
4.1.2 Zone II
This zone is between approximately 225 ◦C and 356 ◦C. The electrical resistivity
of ST material increases during heating in this interval. The ωiso particles (and
their volume fraction) grow in this zone. This transformation is diffusional and
thus, irreversible. As mentioned earlier, the ωiso is actually ωath, which grows
diffusionally. Thus, elastic strain also occurs around ωiso precipitates and makes
an obstacle for the electron movement. The elastic strain increases along with
size of the ωiso particles. This growth along with thermal vibrations of lattice
causes increase of electric resistance of the sample results in positivity of the TRC
up to 356 ◦C.
The samples aged at 300 ◦C for 4, 16 and 94 hours were measured to deter-
mine the influence of the ω phase on electrical resistance. Fig. 4.11 shows the
measurements results. It has been shown in [10] that the volume fraction of the






















Figure 4.11: The electrical resistance dependence on temperature for samples
aged at 300 ◦C for 4, 16 and 94 h compared with solution treated state.
One can see that already after ageing at 300 ◦C for 4 h the R increases
during heating in zone I. The former decrease of R with increasing T was caused
by dissolution of ωath precipitates. Fig. 4.11 proves that dissolution of the ωath
is no longer the decisive process in the material after ageing at 300 ◦C. The
samples aged for longer time have even lower R/R600 at RT. It means that the
volume fraction of ωath decreases, whereas ωiso increases with ageing time. The
record of heating, ageing for 94 hours and cooling is shown in figure at page 59
in Attachments. On the x-axis in Ageing part is time in hours in logarithmic
scale. After some ageing time at 300 ◦C, the resistivity decreases, which probably
indicates relaxation of strain fields around the ω precipitates. This relaxation
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could be connected with diffusion of atoms of molybdenum from the ω into the
β phase. Concentration of Mo in matrix increases and the lattice parameter
changes, which lowers the misfit between ω and β phases, which lowers strains
at the ω/β interfaces. It agrees with Fig. 4.11, where the normalized values of
R/R600 at RT are highest for the samples aged shorter time (not enough time
for the diffusion of Mo and the relaxation of the strain). All aged samples, at
the end of zone II (∼350 ◦C), have higher R/R600 than solution treated sample.
Which is caused, as mentioned higher, by the presence of ωiso particles.
4.1.3 Zone III
This zone lies between 356 ◦C and 560 ◦C. Near the end of zone II the α phase
starts to precipitate, which leads to a decrease of R. The α phase particles have
incoherent interface with the β matrix and preferentially nucleate on the ω phase,
which results in disappearance of elastic strain at the β/ω interfaces, as mentioned
earlier. The ωiso does not stop its growth. The derivative (Fig. 4.5) shows, that
the resistance decreases linearly nearly from the beginning of zone II and around
480 ◦C the decrease gets more rapid. This temperature marks the end of the
growth of the ω phase. Three phases (β, α, ω) coexist in this regime.





















Figure 4.12: The electrical resistance dependence on temperature for samples
aged at 375 ◦C for 4 and 16 h compared with solution treated state.
In Fig. 4.12 green (blue) curve represents the electrical resistance dependence
on temperature for sample aged at 375 ◦C for 4 (16) hours. During such thermal
treatment the volume fraction of the α and ω phases increase with ageing time,
which leads to a decrease of the normalized value of R. Even after ageing for
16 h, the ω phase is still in the material. To completely dissolve the ω phase
longer ageing time is needed. For different titanium alloy, the ω phase completely
dissolve after ageing at 400 ◦C for 256 hours [7]. The occurrence of the ω in aged
samples is reflected in decrease of resistance in zone III, where the α precipitates
from it.
Fig. 4.13 shows the dependence of electrical resistance on temperature for
sample aged for 28 hours at 550 ◦C. The curves for cooling after ageing and for
second heating fit perfectly on each other. There is no detected transformation
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during cooling or second heating after ageing, which means that the material
aged at 550 ◦C for 28 h reached equilibrium concentration of phases and that the
sample after ageing consists only of the α and β phase.
The resistance dependence on temperature of the sample at equilibrium phase
composition has really high TRC. The value of resistance at 650 ◦C is nearly two
times higher than RRT . This can be seen in Fig. 4.13, from value of R/RRT at
RT and at 650 ◦C for second heating.
Figure 4.13: The electrical resistance dependence on temperature for solution
treated material compared to state after ageing at 550 ◦C for 28 h.
The record of measurement (heating, ageing and cooling) of this sample is in
Attachments at page 60.
The scale on Fig. 4.13 makes the dependence during first heating look flat,
but it is exactly the same as the one in Fig. 4.4. Comparison of these two
measurements can be found in Attachments at page 61.
It can be seen in Fig. 4.14 that the upper limit of zone III is equally defined
even for measurements with different heating rate. This figure compares depen-
dence of R/RRT on T for heating rate 5 and 50 ◦C/min. This point is located
at 560 ◦C and corresponds to the limit temperature of ω formation introduced
in [11] and shown in Fig. 4.15.
One can also see that other zone limits shift to higher temperatures for faster
heating rate.
In Fig. 4.15 the equilibrium phase digram is plotted by full curves. Dot-
ted curves represent metastable ω/β phase diagram. Shaded region represents
approximately the region of expected diffusionless transformation.
In order to examine phase transformation around the significant temperature
of 560 ◦C, samples were heated up to 550 and 570 ◦C in salt bath with heating
rate 5 ◦C/min and quenched in water . The electrical resistance dependence on
temperature for these samples is shown in Fig. 4.16.
The normalized value of resistance of the sample heated up to 550 ◦C is lower
than for others at RT. This is caused by presence of the α and the ωiso phase.
The initial decrease of R corresponds to dissolution of the ωath particles, which
formed from the β phase during quenching from 550 ◦C. This decrease is small
and has a low gradient. This means that only low volume fraction of the ωath



















Figure 4.14: The dependence of electrical resistance on temperature with heating
rate 50 ◦C/min.
Figure 4.15: Phase diagram for Ti-Mo system based on experimental data [11].
which persist the quenching. The strain fields at ωiso/β boundaries compensate
strain induced in material during quenching. Thus, massive formation of the ωath
particles does not occur.
The material quenched from 570 ◦C also contains some amount of the α phase.
It follows not only from normalized value of R at RT, which is lower than for the
ST sample. Presence of the α phase is also supported by lower value of R/R600 at
the beginning of zone III (356 ◦C). The initial decrease is much more significant,



















quenched from 550 °C
quenched from 570 °C
Figure 4.16: The dependence of electrical resistance on temperature for samples
heated up to 550 and 570 ◦C and quenched in water.
dependence on temperature at 560 ◦C indicates dissolution of all ω phase. The
strains again occur in matrix during quenching and now have to be compensated
by forming the ωath particles.
Thus, the elastic strain, which prevented creating the ωath is no longer present.
Therefore, the ωath can transform from the β phase during quenching.
4.1.4 Zones IV, V
There should not be any more ω phase in the sample in zone IV. The material
should be headed towards equilibrium composition. The lamellar α phase pre-
cipitates from the β phase preferentially at grain boundaries in this regime. This
is shown in a micrograph of the sample quenched from 570 ◦C from SEM, see
Fig. 4.22.
The increase of electrical resistance is caused mainly by thermal vibrations.
The dependence is linear throughout zone IV. This is confirmed by all earlier
figures, which showed dependence of electrical resistance on temperature in this
interval.
The upper limit of zone IV was defined at 730 ◦C, where a bump in the
derivative is observed, see Fig. 4.5. It should correspond to β-transus. This tem-
perature agrees with value from binary phase diagram. The resistance measured
during cooling also confirms this idea. All samples heated above 730 ◦C (up
to 850 ◦C) have similar resistance evolution as solution treated one (see green
line in Fig. 4.17). The increase of resistance at 385 ◦C indicates forming the
ωath. However, the sample, which was aged at 550 ◦C and reached equilibrium
phase composition, was heated from RT for second time only to 650 ◦C. Its re-
sistance evolution compared to solution treated sample during cooling is shown
in Fig. 4.17 (x-axis decreases in order to respect course of time). There in no
detected transformation during cooling observed, which indicates that the transi-
tion temperature must be higher. The only value, that comes into consideration
after these arguments, is 730 ◦C.
In zone V the temperature is higher than the β-transus and the material con-



















cooling of ST after heating up to 850 °C
cooling after ageing at 500 °C
Figure 4.17: Comparison of the dependence of electrical resistance on temperature
for cooling of: solution treated sample after heating up to 850 ◦C and sample after
ageing at 550 ◦C for 28 hours.
electron scattering on thermal vibrations (linearly increases with temperature).
4.1.5 Zones VI, VII
The zone VI was introduced only because the sample is no longer heated up, but
cooled. Material consists entirely of the β phase. The material has the same
structure as in zone V. The increase of R during cooling corresponds with onset
of zone VII (385 ◦C) and indicates nucleation of the ω phase from the β phase.
This also shows that the ω phase forms even at slower cooling rates (5 ◦C/min
and slower).
4.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
SEM was used to to observe solution treated material, as well as samples, which
underwent different thermal treatment. Samples selected for SEM observations
were aged at 375 ◦C for 4 and 16 hours and heated up to 550 and 570 ◦C, then
quenched into water.
In Fig. 4.18 one can see SEM micrograph of solution treated sample. There
are shown two different grains. The ωath particles too small and have the same
chemical composition as the β phase, which makes impossible to observe them
in SEM. The image from TEM (Fig. 4.9) shows, that the ω particles in solution
treated material have size in the order of nanometers.
The microstructure of samples aged at 375 ◦C seems to be identical with
solution treated one, see Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20. However, electrical resistance
measurement was different for these samples. This inconsistency in results is
caused by deficiencies of SEM resolution. The ω particles still could not be seen
in SEM. In both figures grain boundaries are shown, which serve as one of the
preferential nucleation sites for the α phase.
Fig. 4.21 shows microstructure of material quenched from 550 ◦C. The black
dots indicate the grown ω and α particles. Their size is about 40 nm, which is in
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Figure 4.18: Solution treated material.
Figure 4.19: Material aged at 375 ◦C for 4 h.
good agreement with the size found in the literature [37]. This complements re-
sults from resistance measurements, where we deduced, that such material should
contain ω and α precipitates. The particles are uniformly dispersed throughout
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Figure 4.20: Material aged at 375 ◦C for 16 h.
the grains. On grain boundaries their density is higher.
Figure 4.21: Material quenched from 550 ◦C.
In Fig. 4.22 the microstructure of material quenched from 570 ◦C is shown.
It proves, that black particles from Fig. 4.21 were ω and α precipitates. There is
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much less of these particles. The disappeared ones corresponded to ω precipitates.
From the analysis of the resistance measurements we concluded, that grown ωiso
particles should dissolute at 560 ◦C. The grain boundaries serve as preferential
nucleation sites for the lamellar α precipitates. These α precipitates are known
as Widmanstatten side plates. The ωath particles formed during quenching are
again too small to be seen in SEM. However, these statements have to be proved
for example by analysis in TEM.
Figure 4.22: Material quenched from 570 ◦C.
4.3 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
Fig. 4.23 shows record of DSC signal measured during heating. The temperature
was increased by 5 ◦C/min up to 750◦C. This rate was chosen not only to observe
phase transformations occurring in the material, but also to be in accordance with
resistance measurement. Slower heating rate allows to increase time of each phase
transformation. Thus, phase transformations overlap less and related DSC peaks
are separated. Due to the longer reaction time, greater amount of transformations
products could be formed. On the other hand, at higher heating rates, different
phase transformation kinetics may lead to observation of fewer peaks and fewer
reactions [27].
Explanation of processes taking place in the material is based on previous
studies on titanium alloys [37], [40] and resistance measurements done in this
study. According to the resistivity results, zone I in Fig. 4.23 (approximately up
to 225◦C) corresponds to a reversible diffusionless dissolution of athermal ω phase.
The carefully calibrated signal from DSC increases in this regime. This might be
caused by continuous decrease of thermal capacity corresponding to dissolution
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of the ωath. In zone II (between approximately 225 and 356◦C), an irreversible
diffusion controlled precipitation of ωiso occurs. Small peak in DSC measure-
ment in this regime can be seen. At higher temperatures (zone III in Fig. 4.23,
356-560◦C), the growth of the ω phase is accompanied by heterogeneous nucle-
ation of α phase at ω particles. The growth of the ω phase stops about 480 ◦C.
DSC signal exhibits a weak peak in this region due to the precipitation of the
α phase. At 560 ◦C a sharp change in DSC curve is observed. It indicates an
abrupt change of thermal capacity of the material, which is caused by dissolution
of the ωiso phase and nucleation of lamellar α phase from grain boundaries. This
transformation does not consume any latent heat. The last significant change in
DSC signal is observed at 730◦C (upper limit of zone IV), which is the tempera-
ture of β-transus.
Figure 4.23: The temperature dependence of electrical resistance at the heating
rate of 5 ◦C/min (red curve) and a corresponding DSC measurement at the same
heating rate (green curve).
Figure 4.24: The temperature dependence of electrical resistance at the heating
rate of 50 ◦C/min (red curve) and a corresponding DSC measurement at the same
heating rate (green curve).
In order to observe the differences between phase transformations occurring
in the material at faster heating rates, the measurement with heating rate of
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50 ◦C/min was done. It was the highest heating rate available on equipment used
for the measurements. The DSC curve obtained at the heating rate of 50 ◦C/min
is shown in Fig. 4.24 along with the resistance evolution at the same heating
rate. The DSC signal has one peak around 440 ◦C, instead of two small as in
Fig. 4.23. Is is caused by high heating rate. Phase transformations overlap. They
are detected as one and an inertia of transformations shifts the peak to higher
temperatures. However, the dissolution of the ωiso phase does not depend on
heating rate and occurs exactly at same temperature as for lower heating rate
(at 560 ◦C). The β-transus could not be detected by this measurement as it was
done only up to 700 ◦C.
4.4 Microhardness testing
It is a known fact [41], that metastable β-Ti alloys can be strengthened by so-
lution treatment and ageing (STA). The value of microhardness should increase
with ageing time at low temperature (around 300-400 ◦C). This increase corres-
ponds to the growth of the ω and α particles. The ω particles form strong and
efficient obstacles for dislocation movement due to their small proportions, ho-
mogeneous distribution and relatively high volume fraction. The microhardness
should steadily increase [7]. As the α phase preferentially nucleates at ω pre-
cipitates, the α particles are uniformly distributed throughout the matrix. This
hardens the material and improve its the ductility. However, with the increase of
ageing time the ω phase dissolves and is replaced by secondary α lamellae and as
a result of overageing the hardness decreases [7].
Microhardness measurement was done on samples listed in Table 4.1. In order
to obtain a good statistic, ten indentations spaced 0.5 mm apart were made on
each sample. The resulting values of microhardness, as well as standard deviation
were computed from ten indentations. These values are written in Table 4.1.
Sample HV1 Deviation
ST 278 14
300 - 4 h 363 6
300 - 16 h 376 5
375 - 4 h 464 5
375 - 16 h 491 6
550 350 3
570 293 10
Table 4.1: Values of Vickers microhardness for different states of material.
If we consider that the ωiso particles and α precipitates, nucleated at the
ω phase, harden the material, the results correspond to the previous measure-
ments. The lowest value of microhardness of the ST sample is caused by absence
of these hardening phases. The ωiso grows during ageing at 300 ◦C as does the
microhardness. Longer ageing time corresponds to higher volume fraction of ωiso,
which results in hardening. At 375 ◦C the growth of ω phase is even more rapid,
than at 300 ◦C, also some of the ωiso particles get consumed by precipitation of
the α phase. Beacause of that, the sample aged at 375 ◦C for 16 hours has the
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highest value of microhardness of the measured samples. The sample quenched
from 570 ◦C contained small volume fraction of the α phase and its microhardness
was only little higher than of ST sample. The sample quenched form 550 ◦C con-
tained little less amount of the α phase, but plenty of the ωiso. Its microhardness
is thanks to that higher than for ST and quenched from 570 ◦C samples.
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Conclusions
In the present work, phase transformations in metastable β titanium alloy
Ti-15Mo were studied in a wide temperature range (from -196 ◦C to 850 ◦C) using
in-situ electrical resistance measurement. In order to determine ongoing phase
transformation, several aged conditions of the alloy were prepared and their resis-
tance evolution was compared with the solution treated material. This thorough
research allowed us to reach unique conclusions about the phase transformations
in metastable β titanium alloys. To our knowledge, such detailed study has not
been done and published yet. Nevertheless, such research of ageing processes is
of great importance, as tailoring the mechanical properties of the material to a
specific application requires a good understanding of ongoing phase transforma-
tions and their influence on the overall mechanical performance of the alloy. The
material was solution treated at 900 ◦C for 4 hours and subsequently quenched
in water. Material prepared that way consists of ωath particles dispersed in β
matrix. The ω precipitates occur during quenching by a shuffle transformation.
The main results of the present work can be summarized as follows:
• Presence of the ωath particles in solution treated sample was confirmed by
TEM. Their size was in order of nanometers. TEM diffraction pattern also
confirmed validity of orientation relationship between the ω precipitates and
the β matrix.
• In-situ electrical resistance measurement of solution treated sample provi-
ded initial insight in temperature limits for each transformation occurring
in material during heating. Thanks to this measurement together with its
derivative, seven zones, where different processes take place, were distin-
guished and ongoing transformations were determined:
– Zone I (lower than 225 ◦C): Throughout this zone electrical resistivity
of the material decreases with increasing temperature. This anoma-
lous resistivity dependence on temperature was observed in temper-
ature interval from -196 ◦C up to 225 ◦C and applies even for lower
temperatures. During heating, the ωath dissolves by an inverse shuffle
transformation and an elastic strain fields surrounding the ω omega
particles are released. It leads to a decrease in conduction electron
scattering and therefore the resistance drops. The reversibility of this
process was proved by repeated heating up to 80, 90 and 100 ◦C and
cooling to RT.
– Zone II (225 - 356 ◦C): In this regime, resistance of solution treated
sample increases with temperature. ωiso grow by diffusional irreversible
process. With increasing size of ω particles, the value of elastic strain
around it also gets higher. Scattering of conduction electron on these
strain fields together with thermal vibrations are the reasons for the
increase of resistance with temperature. During ageing the relaxation
of elastic strain fields probably takes place. It could be caused by
diffusion of Mo atoms from the ω precipitates to the β matrix.
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– Zone III (356 - 560 ◦C): Precipitation of α phase causes decrease of
electrical resistivity of the material in this zone. The α nucleates pref-
erentially on the ω phase, which results in disappearance of elastic
strain at the β/ω interfaces accompanied by decrease of electrical re-
sistivity of the material. The growth of ωiso continues up to 480 ◦C.
The upper limit of this interval corresponds to compete dissolution of
the ω phase. This transformation is not dependent on heating rate
and always happens at the same temperature.
– Zone IV (560 - 730 ◦C): There is no longer the ω phase above 560 ◦C.
However, the ωath forms in a material heated up to zone IV and then
quenched. The lamellar α phase nucleates at grain boundaries and the
material composition is headed to phase equilibrium.
– Zone V (730 ◦C and higher): At 730 ◦C the β-transus occurs and in
this regime, the material contains only β phase.
– Zone VI (higher than 385 ◦C): This zone was introduced because the
cooling of the sample was carried out. The material still consists solely
of the β phase. If the cooling rate is slow enough, the α phase forms
from the β phase.
– Zone VII (385 ◦ and lower): The onset of this regime corresponds
to an increase of electric resistance of the samples during cooling. It
indicates forming of the ω phase from the β phase, which shows that
the ωath phase forms even at slow cooling rates (5 ◦C/min and slower).
• The microstructure evolution of material used for electrical measurements
was studied by SEM. The ωath particles in solution treated sample were
too small and did not give any contrast, which makes impossible to observe
them in SEM. This applied even for samples aged at 375 ◦C where the
ω and α precipitates could not be observed. In sample quenched from
550 ◦C the ω and α particles were finally observable. They had rounded
shape with diameter about 40 nm. Particles were preferentially grown at
grain boundaries and inside grains were uniformly distributed. In sample
quenched from 570 ◦C, besides rounded α precipitates, the lamellar α, which
preferentially nucleated at grain β/β boundaries, was observed.
• The resistance measurement of solution treated sample was compared with
differential scanning calorimetry. The DSC did not identify transformations
occurring at lower temperatures so clearly as resistance measurement did.
However, for the dissolution of the ω phase at 560 ◦C it provided additional
information. This process causes step change in thermal capacity of the
material and does not consume or release any latent heat.
• The microhardness measurements were done in order to confirm influence
of phase transformations on mechanical properties. The highest values of
microhardness were reached in the sample aged at 375 ◦C for 16 hours,
because it contained the highest volume fraction of hardening phases (ωiso
and α).
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The future research of this material will include in-situ TEM observation,
which will confirm well founded theories of ongoing phase transformations pre-
sented in this work. In-situ X-ray diffraction measurement at cryogenic temper-
atures is already planned. The unique results of this work will be presented at
international conferences and published in scientific journals.
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a b s t r a c t
Ultrafine-grained (UFG) commercial purity Ti and Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy produced by equal channel angular
pressing (ECAP) were investigated in this study. In-situ electrical resistance measurements conducted on
ultra-fine grained and coarse grained material during linear heating revealed different behaviors of UFG
material. Electrical resistance measurements were capable to detect recovery and recrystallization pro-
cesses in UFG material. Thermal stability of UFG structure was further investigated by microhardness
measurements and scanning electron microscopy.
& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Titanium and titanium alloys are increasingly used for load
bearing orthopedic implants of big joints as well as for dental
implants [1–3]. Main advantages of these materials include ex-
treme corrosion resistance, sufficient biocompatibility, and mod-
erate elastic modulus [4]. The demand for smaller load-bearing
and dental implants formulates a need for stronger material.
However, high-strength β-Ti alloys developed for an aircraft in-
dustry cannot be used for biomedical applications because of high
content of toxic elements, such as vanadium [5,6].
An alternative option for strength and fatigue resistance en-
hancement is manufacturing ultra-fine grained Ti and Ti alloys by
severe plastic deformation (SPD) [7,8].
The UFG commercial purity titanium (CP Ti) and Ti–6Al–4V
alloy have already been prepared by SPD techniques and ex-
tensively investigated by many authors [9–11]. Improved me-
chanical properties of UFG Ti and Ti alloys were already reported.
For example, the fatigue limit of UFG Ti–6Al–4V alloy is increased
by 10–15% compared to the coarse-grained material [12–14] and
the strength is increased by 20% [15]. Moreover, UFG materials
exhibit also higher corrosion resistance and improved bio-
compatibility as compared to their coarse grained (CG) counter-
parts [16,17].
Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy has been developed as a biocompatible al-
ternative to the common Ti–6Al–4V alloy. It belongs to αþβ alloys
which contain both phases at room temperature. Its β-transus
temperature is 1010 °C [18]. UFG microstructure of Ti–6Al–7Nb
alloy has already been studied and superior mechanical properties
of UFG material were reported [19,20]. Recently, other bio-
compatible UFG β-Ti alloys have also been thoroughly investigated
[21–24].
In contrast to a wide range of studies analyzing mechanical
properties of the UFG Ti and its alloys, the thermal stability has
rarely been addressed, despite its importance for further proces-
sing of UFG material. In their study Hoseini et al. showed that UFG
commercially pure titanium is thermally stable after isothermal
annealing at 450 °C for 6 h [25].
The principal objective of this study is to investigate the UFG
microstructure and thermal stability of CP Ti and Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy
focusing on the recovery and recrystallization. Precise electrical
resistance measurement in-situ during linear heating was utilized.
Recovery and recrystallization were previously studied by in-situ
electrical resistance measurements in copper based alloys and
composites or in the Ni–Ti compound [26–28]. To our knowledge,
there was no attempt to study the recovery and recrystallization
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by in-situ electrical resistance measurements in UFG Ti and its
alloys.
2. Experimental
Commercial purity Ti Grade 4 (CP Ti) and Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy
were procured by ATI Alvac Ltd. in as-rolled condition and pro-
cessed by equal channel angular pressing [29]. The chemical
composition of both studied materials is listed in Tables 1 and 2.
2.1. Preparation of CP Ti
The rod of CP Ti was pressed through the round channel ECAP
die with the diameter of 15 mm. The channel angle was Ф¼105°
and the corner angle Ψ¼20°. The temperature of the die during
pressing ranged between 300 and 310 °C. The billets were pressed
six times via the route BC at a constant ram speed of 1 mm/s. A
detailed study of the ECAP processing of CP Ti can be found in [30].
Reference coarse-grained material was prepared by annealing of
the as received material at 800 °C/2 h followed by slow furnace
cooling.
2.2. Preparation of Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy
Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy was thermally treated before processing by
ECAP. The thermal treatment consisted of two annealing steps. The
first step included annealing at 985 °C (a temperature just below
β-transus) for one hour followed by water quenching. In the sec-
ond step annealing at 780 °C for 4 h was applied. After this ther-
mal treatment the material has a standard ‘duplex’ structure,
which consists of 18 vol% of primary α-phase. This microstructure
condition allowed the successful material processing by ECAP.
The round ECAP die with the diameter of 20 mm and angles
Φ¼120° and Ψ¼0° was employed. The samples were also pressed
six times (6 passes) at 600 °C. Subsequently, extrusion to 10 mm
was applied at 300 °C. Finally the material was aged at 500 °C for
1 h to achieve the maximum strength. More details about material
and its processing can be found in [31]. Reference coarse-grained
material which underwent the same thermal treatment path
without subsequent working was used for microhardness com-
parison. For resistivity measurements, as-received material in as-
rolled condition was used as a coarse-grained counterpart of the
material after ECAP.
2.3. Experimental procedure and sample preparation
The principal experimental method used in this study is the in-
situ measurement of electrical resistance by employing a precise
self-made apparatus. A standard four-point method was em-
ployed. Voltage and electrical current were measured simulta-
neously using nanovoltmeter Keithley 2182 and SourceMeter
Keithley 2400 devices, respectively. The samples were placed in a
specially designed furnace which allows precise heating of the
sample in a protective argon atmosphere. The relative error of
such measurement is lower than 104 within each measured point
and two experimental values are acquired per second [32]. The
dynamics of microstructural changes can be thus assessed.
The electrical resistance was measured during linear heating
with the rate of 5 °C/min up to 700 °C and 800 °C for CP Ti and Ti–
6Al–7Nb alloy, respectively. UFG conditions of both materials were
investigated along with their annealed (non-deformed)
counterparts.
The evolution of the microhardness in specimens heated to
three different temperatures in both materials was studied. A force
of 0.5 kgf and the dwell time of 10 s were applied. Microhardness
was evaluated at the plane perpendicular to processing direction.
The resulting values of microhardness, as well as the standard
deviation were computed from 20 indentations. At least 0.2 mm
was ground from the surface before each measurement to remove
possible oxidic surface layer.
For CP Ti LECO M-400-A microhardness tester was employed
and the data were evaluated by Lucia Hardness program. Mea-
surements were carried out in a single sample, which was re-
peatedly aged for 30 min at a given temperature and then quen-
ched into water. The microhardness of Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy was
measured by QNESS A10þ tester with automatic indentation and
evaluation using QPix Control program. The microhardness of Ti–
6Al–7Nb alloy was measured in three different samples heated up
to three different temperatures based on electrical resistivity
measurement results described below.
Microstructure changes in both materials were observed by
high resolution scanning electron microscope FEI Quanta 200 FEG
operated at 20 kV using backscattered electrons. Employing of
Z-contrast allowed distinguishing of α and β phases in Ti–6Al–7Nb
alloy and the channeling contrast revealed the grain structure of
the material. The microstructure evolution of both materials in
UFG condition before and after subsequent heating was
investigated.
The samples for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observa-
tions were heated with the heating rate of 5 °C/min up to selected
temperatures and then water quenched. The temperatures were
selected according to the results of electrical resistance measure-
ments, cf. Figs. 1 and 2. The linear heating using the same rate
assures that the sample is in a comparable microstructural con-
dition as during the in-situ resistance measurement at the same
temperature. Specimens for SEM observations were prepared by
automatic grinding using special grinding mode in Struers Ac-
cutom 50 precision cut-off machine (0.3 mm removed), followed
by standard metallographic grinding and three-step vibratory
polishing.
3. Results
3.1. In-situ electrical resistance measurements
Fig. 1a shows the temperature dependence of resistance of CP
Ti after ECAP and of the reference coarse-grained material. The
relative resistance R/R0, where R is the resistance measured at the
given temperature T and R0 is the resistance at room temperature,
is plotted at the vertical axis. During linear heating up to 700 °C
the resistance increases almost three times. Initially, the resistance
increases linearly, whereas above 300 °C it deviates slightly from
linearity. Small difference between annealed and ECAPed samples
is observed.
The first and the second derivatives of relative resistance with
respect to temperature, which were computed numerically and
Table 1
Chemical composition of CP Ti Grade 4.
Element Ti Fe C H N O Others
wt% Balance 0.50 0.08 0.0125 0.05 0.40 0.40
Table 2
Chemical composition of Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy.
Element Ti Nb Al Fe V C O N Others
wt% Balance 6.94 6.06 0.15 o0.05 0.01 0.17 0.0027 o0.05
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smoothed using Savitzky–Golay algorithm [33], are shown in
Fig. 1b and c, respectively. Fig. 1b shows the first derivative. Both
curves are similar except for two small deviations for ECAPed
specimen at about 500 °C and 600 °C. Those deviations appear as
clear peaks in the plot of the second derivative in the Fig. 1c. Based
on the assumption that these peaks correspond to undergoing
microstructural changes, the temperatures of 440 °C, 520 °C and
640 °C were chosen for subsequent heating and microstructural
observations. The other peaks in the second derivative appear in
both curves and therefore they do not represent differences
caused by ECAP processing of the material.
The results of the resistance measurements of Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy
are presented in the similar way as for CP Ti. Fig. 2a shows the
temperature dependence of the relative resistance for the UFG Ti–
6Al–7Nb alloy after ECAP and in the as-rolled condition. The re-
lative resistance increases only by approx. 10%, which contrasts to
almost 300% increase in CP Ti, cf. Fig. 1. The difference between the
ECAP condition and the reference material is therefore better
visible in Fig. 2a. Both curves are similar (concave) up to 650 °C
and for higher temperatures the electrical resistance even de-
clines. Fig. 2b shows the first derivative with respect to the tem-
perature with two distinct peaks around 500 °C and 650 °C for the
ECAPed material. The differences between the two conditions are
accentuated by plotting the second derivative of the electrical
resistance in Fig. 2c. The temperatures of 440 °C, 550 °C and 660 °C
































Fig. 1. Relative resistance variations of CP Ti during heating (a) linear temperature
dependence, (b) the first derivative of relative resistance, and (c) the second deri-




































Fig. 2. Relative resistance variations of Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy during heating (a) linear
temperature dependence, (b) the first derivative of relative resistance, and (c) the
second derivative of relative resistance (temperatures chosen for SEM observations
are highlighted).
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3.2. Microhardness measurements
The thermal stability of ECAPed samples was studied by mi-
crohardness measurements. The evolution of microhardness of CP
Ti sample processed by ECAP with ageing temperature is shown in
Fig. 3.
As expected the microhardness of the ultra-fine grained ma-
terial after ECAP is significantly higher than that of the annealed
sample. The values of microhardness remain constant (HV280)
up to the ageing temperature of 450 °C and then decrease rapidly
approaching values of annealed material (HV215) at 700 °C. This
behavior is consistent with the resistance measurement, which
shoved a small bump in the first derivative at around 500 °C, cf.
Fig. 1b.
The Vickers microhardness as a function of ageing temperature
of the Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy in the as-annealed and ECAPed specimens
is shown in Fig. 4. The microhardness variations in specimens
heated up to the three different temperatures specified by elec-
trical resistance measurement (440 °C, 550 °C and 660 °C) was
investigated. The annealed sample exhibited the lowest micro-
hardness (HV283) which was almost independent of the tem-
perature of ageing. The deformation by ECAP resulted in the in-
crease of the microhardness of the sample up to HV370. The
microhardness of ECAPed specimen remained almost constant in
specimens heated to 400 °C and 550 °C. Only heating to the
highest temperature (660 °C) resulted in a slight decrease of HV.
However, the decrease of HV is much lower than in CP Ti, cf. Fig. 3.
Moreover, the microhardness of ECAPed specimens remains much
higher than that of the annealed material in the whole in-
vestigated temperature range.
3.3. SEM observations
Microstructure changes of the UFG material after ECAP occur-
ring during linear heating were investigated by scanning electron
microscopy. Three conditions corresponding to linear heating to
the three temperatures selected from electrical resistance mea-
surements were selected for SEM observations.
Fig. 5 displays the microstructure of CP Ti. In Fig. 5a the ultra-
fine grained microstructure of material after ECAP is shown. White
dots in the SEM micrograph represent iron enriched β-Ti particles,
which are common in commercially pure Ti. Enhanced Fe content
(10 wt%) in these particles was proved by EDAX analysis. Due to
the very low volume fraction of these particles one may assume
that they influence the electrical resistance evolution only mar-
ginally. Moreover, from micrographs in Fig. 5 it is evident that
these particles did not evolve during used thermal treatment.
The microstructure of the material is typically heavily
deformed containing grains of the average size around 1 μm
[8,29]. No significant change of the microstructure was observed in
the sample aged up to 440 °C, see Fig. 5b. On the other hand, the
microstructure of the sample aged to 520 °C differs significantly as
can be seen in Fig. 5c. The grains are much clearer, which indicates
that some recovery process, probably annihilation of dislocations,
occurred during heating between 440 °C and 520 °C. Grain size
also slightly increased, which indicates limited grain growth. The
dark spots in the micrograph are artifacts caused by polishing,
namely parts of grains which disengaged from the surface during
vibratory polishing. The microstructure of the specimen heated up
to 640 °C is shown in Fig. 5d. Material is completely recrystallized
with grains of the average size of approximately 5 mm.
The microstructures of UFG Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy are shown in
Fig. 6. The material after ECAP, shown in Fig. 6a has the typical
ultra-fine grained duplex microstructure consisting of approxi-
mately 20% of heavily deformed primary α-phase and significantly
fragmented αþβ region, which contains slightly elongated β-
phase particles appearing white in the micrograph due to the
Z-contrast. Fig. 6b shows the microstructure of ECAPed specimen,
which was subsequently heated up to 440 °C. There are no ob-
servable changes in the microstructure as compared to the as
ECAPed specimen. Fig. 6c corresponds to the material heated up to
550 °C. Detail inspection of the micrograph reveals very low
fraction of small grains in αþβ region with very clear contrast
suggesting that these are newly formed dislocation-free grains.
Also β-phase particles are slightly more equiaxed. Finally, in Fig. 6d
the microstructure of the specimen heated up to 660 °C is dis-
played. The microstructure is partly recrystallized containing
grains 41 mm in the originally heavily fragmented αþβ region.




The electrical resistance of CP Ti during heating up to 700 °C
increased approximately three times as compared to the room
temperature. This is a typical behavior of commercial purity tita-
nium. More specifically, the resistivity increase in CP Ti depends
on the amount of impurities (mainly oxygen). Our results for CP Ti
Grade 4 are consistent with other authors [34]. Much smaller in-
crease of resistance (by only 10%) in Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy as compared
to CP Ti confirms the well-known fact that the structural/compo-
sitional component of resistance in alloyed systems is of higher
































Fig. 4. Evolution of microhardness of ECAPed and annealed Ti–6Al–7Nb with
temperature.
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Fig. 5. Microstructure evolution of ultra-fine grained CP Ti (a) as ECAPed, (b) heated to 440 °C, (c) heated to 520 °C, and (d) heated to 640 °C.
Fig. 6. Microstructure evolution of ultra-fine grained Ti–6Al–7Nb (a) as ECAPed, (b) heated to 440 °C, (c) heated to 520 °C, and (d) heated to 640 °C.
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The decrease in the resistance in Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy above 700 °C is
caused by increasing equilibrium amount of β-phase with increasing
temperature. Note, that the alloy Ti–6Al–4V containing approxi-
mately 15% of β-phase particles at 750 °C and 20% of β-phase par-
ticles at 800 °C, exhibited the similar resistance decrease [36].
The most important result is the clear difference in resistance
evolution between ultra-fine grained materials and their coarse-
grained counterparts. The difference is more apparent in the Ti–
6Al–7Nb alloy and is probably caused by more pronounced
structural effect on overall resistance than in CP Ti. In the CP Ti, the
difference in resistance evolution is almost certainly caused by
recovery and/or recrystallization as no structure changes occur in
the investigated temperature range. We assume that re-
crystallization and/or recovery is also responsible for the differ-
ences in resistivity evolution in Ti–6Al–7Nb. However, in this alloy
other effects including changes in β-phase morphology, reduced
amount of phase interfaces and also increasing equilibrium
amount of β-phase at elevated temperatures are expected to in-
fluence the resistance.
4.2. Effect of thermal processing on microhardness of both materials
The ECAPed samples of CP Ti heated up to 450–500 °C exhibit
nearly constant values of microhardness. Around these tempera-
tures, the recovery of the material begins and the microhardness
declines. The microhardness data are consistent with the re-
sistance measurements. The SEM revealed that material recovery/
recrystallization is responsible for the first bump in the first de-
rivative of resistance and the decrease of materials microhardness.
Similarly as in CP Ti, the microhardness of the UFG Ti–6Al–7Nb
alloy remains constant during heating up to 440 °C and 550 °C.
Note that both annealed and ECAPed samples of Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy
were in the last step heat treated at 500 °C for 1 h, which is con-
sidered as a strength increasing heat treatment [37,38]. Heating of
ECAPed samples up to 440 °C and 550 °C does not affect the mi-
crohardness, despite an obvious response of resistivity, which is
attributed to the recovery process. It is therefore assumed that an
initial stage of the recovery process has only a negligible effect on
microhardness. Heating of the sample up to 660 °C leads to the
slight decrease of the microhardness. The effect of heating on
microhardness is much lower in Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy than in CP Ti
partly due to solid solution strengthening and more importantly
due to strengthening by phase interfaces.
4.3. Microstructural changes in CP Ti observed by SEM
SEM observations of CP Ti did not reveal any microstructure
change after heating up to 440 °C. It is consistent with the re-
sistance and microhardness measurements and also with other
authors’ observations [25]. No thermally activated process in CP Ti
during heating up to 440 °C was observed.
Further heating up to 520 °C caused significant recovery and
possibly even the initial stage of recrystallization and/or grain
growth. These processes are responsible for significant decrease in
microhardness. Heating up to 640 °C caused the complete re-
covery and significant grain growth. These processes were appar-
ently detected by in-situ measurement of electrical resistance. The
results proved that high sensitivity in-situ measurement of elec-
trical resistance is capable of detecting recovery and/or re-
crystallization processes in temperature regions that are decisive
for microstructure stability of UFG CP Ti.
4.4. Microstructural changes studied by SEM in Ti–6Al–7Nb
The comparison of resistance measurements and SEM ob-
servations is less convincing in Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy than in CP Ti. The
microstructure remains unchanged in specimens heated up to
440 °C, which is consistent with resistance measurements. How-
ever, no obvious microstructure changes were observed in the
specimen heated up to 550 °C, despite resistance evolution sug-
gests that some microstructural transformation should occur. On
the other hand, other authors reported the occurrence of some
recovery process (identified by X-ray diffraction) and even the
beginning of recrystallization (observed by TEM) in Ti–6A–7Nb
alloy prepared by ECAP and annealed at 500 °C for 1 h [31]. Our
sample heated up to 550 °C was in fact exposed to temperatures
above 500 °C only for 10 min. This relatively short time of ex-
posure to temperatures above 500 °C might be insufficient for
recovery process to be observed by SEM. Fig. 6d shows a partially
recrystallized structure of the sample annealed up to 660 °C. It is
consistent with resistance measurements and observations of the
same UFG material annealed at 600 °C for 1 h [31]. Due to these
facts, we believe that resistance measurement captured the re-
covery and recrystallization processes also in Ti–6Al–7Nb, despite
the beginning of the process could not be unambiguously proven
by SEM observations.
5. Summary
Microstructure changes and thermal stability in two ultrafine-
grained materials (CP Ti Grade 4 and Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy) occurring
during linear heating were investigated by SEM and correlated
with in-situ electrical resistance variations and microhardness
changes. The results of this study can be summarized as follows:
 In-situ electrical resistance measurements during linear heating
revealed differences in resistance evolution between UFG
(prepared by ECAP) and coarse-grained material of both CP Ti
and Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy.
 The changes in electrical resistance evolution of UFG CP Ti were
identified by SEM observations as recovery and/or
recrystallization.
 According to electrical resistivity measurements, recovery pro-
cesses in Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy occur in the similar temperature
range, even if it is observed only at higher temperatures using
SEM.
 ECAP processing significantly increased the hardness of both CP
Ti and Ti6Al7Nb alloy. The recovery of the CP Ti material caused
significant decrease in microhardness after annealing at tem-
peratures around 500 °C.
 UFG structure of CP Ti and Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy is stable up to 440 °C.
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Phase Transformations in Ti15Mo
Investigated by in situ Electrical Resistance
P. Zhá¬al*, P. Harcuba, J. milauerová, J. Stráský, M. Jane£ek, B. Smola,
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In this study phase transformations in metastable beta Ti15Mo alloy were investigated by an in situ electrical
resistance measurement in a wide range of temperatures from 196 ◦C to 850 ◦C. Dierent temperature ranges of
the evolution of electrical resistance were correlated with underlying phase transformations. In the low temperature
range, stage I (from 196 ◦C to 220 ◦C) the decrease of electrical resistance with increasing temperature is caused
by the dissolution of ωath (formed during quenching by athermal shue transformation) which is accompanied
by the relaxation of lattice strain, while the diusional assisted growth of ωiso in the range from 220
◦C to 380 ◦C
(stage II) is the main mechanism causing the increase of resistance. Another decrease of the resistance in the
range from 380 ◦C to 550 ◦C (stage III) is explained by the dissolution or transformation of ωiso. The increase of
resistance above 550 ◦C (stage IV) is related to the growth of α-phase particles. The fully reversible character of
ωath growth and dissolution during heating and cooling in the stage I up to 100
◦C was conrmed by temperature
cycling during repeated in situ resistance runs from RT. Pre-ageing of samples at 300 ◦C promotes the formation
of ωiso particles. Subsequently, ωath particles are not created, which is fully consistent with electrical resistance





Titanium and its alloys exhibit high specic strength,
excellent corrosion resistance, and enhanced biocom-
patibility. Due to the low specic density, which is
approximately half of that of steels and Ni-based su-
peralloys, titanium alloys are successfully used in the
aerospace, chemical industry and biomedicine. A wide
range of application of titanium may be also found in
other branches such as architecture, chemical process-
ing, medicine, power generation, marine and oshore,
sports and leisure, and transportation [1]. The only
disadvantage, which hinders wider use of titanium, e.g.
in automobile industry, is its comparatively high cost,
which is caused by high processing costs. This paper
presents a study of phase transformations, which occur in
the metastable β-Ti alloy Ti15Mo (titanium alloy with
15 wt% (8.1 at.%) of molybdenum). Ti15Mo alloy was
chosen for this experimental study, because it is designed
for biomedical use [2], and represents a simple binary
system that has been already widely investigated [3, 4]
and undergoes several phase transformations. A detailed
understanding of these transformations is of particular
importance due to the impact of the resulting microstruc-
tures on the mechanical properties of the alloy.
Titanium is a polymorphic material. The high-
temperature phase has the body-centered cubic structure
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and is referred to as β-phase. The ambient temperature
phase has the hexagonal close-packed structure and is
referred to as α-phase. Recently, the main interest fo-
cuses on development and investigation of the so-called
metastable β alloys. These alloys contain sucient
amount of β-stabilizing elements such that β-phase can
be retained at room temperature after quenching. The
β-phase is in a metastable state and ultimately equi-
librium α + β composition can be achieved by anneal-
ing treatment [5]. Several other structural phases can
be found in metastable β-Ti alloys. In the investigated
Ti15Mo, the formation of ω-phase is an important pro-
cess for controlling microstructure. The ω-phase has a
hexagonal symmetry and is formed by a diusionless
shue transformation described in [6]. This phase is
formed already during quenching and is referred to as
ωath (ω athermal). The formed particles are coherent,
few nanometers in diameter and considered to have the
same chemical composition as the β-matrix [7]. Upon
subsequent ageing (around 300 ◦C), ω particles become
chemically stabilized by expelling β-stabilizing elements
 Mo in the case of Ti15Mo alloy. This phase is re-
ferred to as ωiso (ω isothermal). Particles ωiso grow dur-
ing annealing and become more chemically stabilized 
i.e. they dier from surrounding β-matrix in composi-
tion [8]. Upon further annealing (around 500 ◦C), α-
phase particles precipitate. ω particles serve as prefer-
ential nucleation sites for α-phase particles precipitation
and therefore the size and mainly the distribution of α-
phase particles can be controlled by controlling the for-
mation of ω-phase particles. The principal experimental
method employed in the present study is the electrical
(779)
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resistance. It was shown that the electrical resistance is
very sensitive to ω-phase evolution during heating [9].
The most related study to the present work identies
ωath dissolution, ωiso formation and α precipitation by in
situ electrical resistance measurements in a TIMET LCB
titanium alloy [10]. The evolution of electrical resistiv-
ity in this alloy that undergoes similar consequent phase
transitions is further discussed using more direct meth-
ods as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray
diraction (XRD) and neutron-diraction [9, 11, 12].
Very similar Ti12Mo alloy was investigated in [13].
2. Experimental
The metastable Ti15Mo (with 15 wt% (8.1 at.%) of
Mo) was used in this investigation. The material was
sealed in a quartz tube and solution treated (ST) at
900 ◦C for 4 h and subsequently quenched in water.
The four-point method was employed for electrical re-
sistivity measurements allowing simultaneous measure-
ment of the voltage and the electrical current. The
sample of approximate thickness of 1 mm and the size
of 20 × 10 mm2 is cut to a special shape to increase
the eective length of the sample for current ow and
four contacts are appropriately jointed. The sample is
then placed in a specially designed furnace which al-
lows precise heating of the sample in a protective ar-
gon atmosphere up to high temperatures as well as de-
ned cooling back to room temperature. The cooling
can be further extended to 200 ◦C (liquid nitrogen, LN).
By utilizing Keithley 2182A nanovoltmeters we are able
to achieve measurement with relative error better than
0.0001 within each measured point while obtaining about
2 points per second [14]. The evolution of relative resis-
tivity (related to room temperature (RT) resistivity) can
be evaluated from measured data.
Thin foils for TEM were prepared by mechanical grind-
ing on ne emery papers to the thickness of 150 µm
followed by ion polishing. TEM observations were per-
formed on JEOL JEM 2000FX microscope at 200 kV.
3. Results and discussion
The presence of the ω-phase in the ST specimen was
proved by TEM. The detailed inspection of electron
diraction patterns revealed the extra spots correspond-
ing to the ω-phase [8] and conrmed the orientation re-




The evolution of electrical resistance was measured in
situ during linear heating with the heating rate of
5 ◦C/min from RT to 850 ◦C. The result of this measure-
ment is shown in Fig. 2. The solid line corresponds to the
resistivity evolution. Dashed line is the rst derivation of
the same curve  computed numerically. Furthermore,
the evolution of resistivity was also measured during cool-
ing from room temperature to approximately 196 ◦C.
This is illustrated in Fig. 2 by a dotted line. Several
stages corresponding to the monotonous increase and/or
decrease of the resistance can be identied during heat-
ing from RT. At low temperatures (RT220 ◦C)  stage
I  the decrease of electrical resistance with increasing
temperature was observed. This can be attributed to the
dissolution of ωath. In the vicinity of the coherent β/ω
interface, the elastic strain eld is formed which acts as
the scattering zone for conducting electrons [16]. There-
fore, during the dissolution of ωath phase particles, the
elastic strain elds are released, which clears the matrix
for electron drift. This leads to the decrease in conduc-
tion electron scattering and therefore to the resistance
drops.
Fig. 1. TEM diraction pattern of solution treated Ti
15Mo, showing the presence of two phases: β and ω.
Fig. 2. The dependence of electrical resistance on tem-
perature for ST sample and its derivative.
In stage II (220 ◦C380 ◦C) the resistance increases
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with increasing temperature. In this temperature range,
particles, referred to as ωiso, grow due to diusion-driven
chemical stabilization [7]. This process is accompanied
by the increasing amount of β/ω interfaces, and there-
fore resistivity increases [13]. Note that resistivity also
partly increases during heating due to lattice vibrations.
In stage III (380 ◦C550 ◦C) the resistance declines with
increasing temperature. The main reason is the decreas-
ing volume fraction of semicoherent ωiso particles. This
can be caused either due to precipitation of α parti-
cles [13] (sometimes referred to as α-nano [10]) or sim-
ply by dissolution of ωiso particles back to β matrix due
to lower stability of the ω-phase in this temperature
range [17].
The dissolution of ω particles can be also conrmed
from dilatometry measurements [9]. In stage IV, the
α-particles precipitate and grow directly in β-matrix [13]
until the equilibrium volume fraction of α-phase is
reached. The volume fraction of α-phase is decreasing
towards the β-transus temperature that was found at
730 ◦C. This agrees well with the β-transus temperature
given in the binary equilibrium phase diagram of TiMo
system [18].
The in situ measurement of electrical resistance of ST
sample was extended to the cryogenic range from 196 ◦C
to RT. As seen from left-hand side of Fig. 2 the resistance
in the cryogenic range decreases with increasing temper-
ature up to RT and merges smoothly the curve in stage
I to 225 ◦C.
It is argued that even more ωath phase particles are
formed during cooling from RT to 196 ◦C. The dis-
solution of these particles with increasing temperature
causes the resistance decrease and even dominates over
the common resistance increase with temperature due to
lattice vibrations. Furthermore, it can be concluded that
no α-phase particles are formed even at 196 ◦C. This
proves that no α phase is created martensitically during
cooling from RT to 196 ◦C in Ti15Mo alloy.
Figure 2 also shows the derivative of the resistance evo-
lution. The change of the slope in the resistance evolution
as described above suggests that a new process already
dominated over the previous one (e.g. more β/ωiso inter-
faces are formed than β/ωath interfaces disappear). On
the other hand, the onset of the new process can be iden-
tied as the peak of the rst derivative. Therefore it can
be concluded that ω particles become chemically stabi-
lized already from 110 ◦C. Similarly the dissolution (or
transformation) of ωiso particles starts at 340
◦C.
The minimum at the derivative of the resistivity curve
in stage I (see Fig. 2) at around 110 ◦C also suggests that
the resistance evolution up to this temperature should
be reversible. This was indeed experimentally proven by
cyclic repeated heating and cooling (heating/cooling rate
of 5 ◦C/min) of the sample in a sequence up to 80, 90,
and 100 ◦C. The results in Fig. 3 show that the lines
for cooling and heating follow the same path and the
resistance always returns to its original value. The mini-
mum at the derivative of the resistivity curve (see Fig. 2)
may be therefore considered as the limit of reversibility.
Above this point (T > 100 ◦C) the diusion controlled
(thus irreversible) growth of ω phase resumes.
Fig. 3. The electrical resistance (normalized to R at
RT) dependence on temperature during heating and
cooling.
Fig. 4. The electrical resistance (normalized to R at
600 ◦C) dependence on temperature for samples aged
at 300 ◦C for 4, 16, and 94 h compared with solution
treated state.
We have already discussed that the course of resistiv-
ity curve in stage II is inuenced by the growth of ωiso
phase and that this growth is irreversible. The slope
of the resistivity curve at the stage II may be related
to the transferred volume of ωiso. In order to inspect
this inuence we have pre-aged solution treated speci-
mens at 300 ◦C for 4, 16, and 94 h. These samples must
dier in the volume fraction and in sizes of ωiso. The
resistivity curves measured in these specimens from RT
to 850 ◦C are shown in Fig. 4. Note that since the mi-
crostructural conditions at room temperature are very
dierent, it is more reasonable to normalize the relative
resistance at temperature of 600 ◦C. At this temperature
we assume similar microstructural condition in all sam-
ples, because the ωiso particles created during pre-ageing
are completely dissolved. As a result we can compare the
dierent evolution in the lower temperature ranges.
For pre-aged samples we do not observe any resistivity
decrease with increasing temperature. The ωath particles
are obviously not formed in pre-aged samples that con-
tain ωiso particles. Furthermore, the decreasing slopes
of these curves with increasing time of preaging in stage
782 P. Zhá¬al et al.
II may be directly related to the increasing volume frac-
tion of ωiso after pre-ageing. The sample pre-aged for
94 h shows only slight increase of resistivity up to 350 ◦C.
This means that either only very limited amount of ωiso
particles is formed or this increase can be attributed
to common thermal increase of resistivity due to lattice
vibrations.
4. Summary
The main results of the present work can be summa-
rized as follows:
 The evolution of in situ resistivity of Ti15Mo alloy
was measured from 196 ◦C to 850 ◦C.
 During heating from room temperature, the tem-
perature ranges of consequent processes can be
identied, namely I: ωath particles dissolution, II:
ωiso particles formation, III: ωiso particles dissolu-
tion, IV: α particles precipitation and nally V:
α particles dissolution.
 Cooling to cryogenic temperatures showed that
more ωath is created during cooling from RT. Fur-
thermore, it is suggested that no α phase is created
martensitically during cooling from RT to 196 ◦C
in Ti15Mo alloy.
 The dissolution of ωath is fully reversible below
110 ◦C.
 During pre-ageing at 300 ◦C the ωiso particles are
created. Therefore ωath are not created at room
temperature, which is fully consistent with electri-
cal resistance measurements. The longer the time
of pre-ageing the lower the resistivity increase, be-
cause less ωiso particles are created during in situ
measurement.
 The resistance drop starting at approximately
350 ◦C is caused by dissolution or transformation
of ωiso particles.
 The β-transus was detected at 730 ◦C.
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Microstructural Changes in β-Ti Alloy Investigated
by Electrical Resistance
P. Zháňal, P. Harcuba, M. Hájek
Charles University, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Prague, Czech Republic.
Abstract. Evolution of electrical resistance of metastable β titanium alloy Ti-
15Mo was measured in-situ during linear heating. It was shown that this method
can be successfully used to detect phase transformations in studied alloys. The
trend of electrical resistance changes at 225, 356 and 560 ◦C, which is connected
to ω and α phase precipitation and dissolution in β phase matrix. Different
heating rates were used to identify non-diffusional transformations which occur
at the same temperature regardless of the heating rate. Differential scanning
calorimetry measurement showed an abrupt change in heat capacity at 550 ◦C,
which is associated with sudden dissolution of the ω phase as shown by scanning
and transmission electron microscopy.
Introduction
Titanium and its alloys are known for their high specific strength and excellent corrosion resistance.
These properties together with low specific density, which is approximately half of that of steels and
Ni-based superalloys, allow successful employment in the aerospace and chemical industry. Moreover,
a number of applications of titanium increases also in other markets such as architecture, chemical pro-
cessing, medicine, power generation, marine and offshore, sports and leisure, and transportation [Leyens
and Peters, 2003]. The main disadvantage, which hinders the wider use of titanium, is its relatively
high cost which is caused by expensive production process. In present study phase transformations in
metastable β-Ti alloy Ti-15Mo (titanium alloy with 15 wt. % (8.1 at. %) of molybdenum) were investi-
gated during linear heating. Ti-15Mo has prospective biocompatible properties [Martins Júnior et al.,
2011]. Moreover, it represents a simple binary system which has been already investigated by different
techniques [Ho et al., 1999; Ho, 2008b].
Since titanium is a polymorphic material, phase formation depends on several conditions, such as
temperature, pressure, amount of alloying elements and cooling rate. At room temperature, titanium
crystallizes in a hexagonal close packed structure (hcp) referred to as α phase. Above 882 ◦C the structure
transforms into a body-centered cubic (bcc) and is referred to as β phase.
Different phases can be formed in Ti alloys. Final microstructure and mechanical properties are
strongly influenced by phase transitions. Thus their detailed investigation is very important.
Titanium alloys are divided into α, α + β and β alloys depending on type and amount of the
alloying elements. Recently, there is great interest in the development and investigation of the so-called
metastable β alloys. These alloys contain a sufficient amount of β-stabilizing elements for retention of
β phase at room temperature after quenching (Mo in case of Ti-Mo alloys). Since, the β phase is in
a metastable state ultimate equilibrium α+β composition can be achieved by annealing [Gerd Lütjering,
2007].
The formation of ω phase was explained by Hickman [1969]. His conclusions also apply for Ti-
15Mo alloy. The ω phase can occur in two different modifications. The first one is the so-called ather-
mal ω (ωath), which is formed upon quenching from the β phase by (diffusionless) shuffle transforma-
tion [Fontaine et al., 1971]. The formed particles have a coherent interface with the β phase. They
are several nanometers in diameter and have the same chemical composition as the β phase matrix [Ng
et al., 2011]. The second state of the ω phase, the so-called isothermal ω (ωiso), grows during ageing
at temperature range about 300–400 ◦C [Sikka et al., 1982; Šmilauerová et al., 2013]. The growth of
ωiso particles is a diffusion controlled process which is accompanied by a shift of lattice parameter of the
β phase. Thus, an enrichment of the β phase with alloying elements is observed [Devaraj et al., 2012].
Both modifications of the ω phase have the same hexagonal elementary cell and the terms athermal and
isothermal are used to describe the thermal conditions upon which the ω phase forms.
The ω phase was observed in several alloys during deformation. The pressure aids the formation of
the ω phase and extends the range of compositions in which the ω phase is observed [Bagaryatskiy et al.,
1958; Kuan et al., 1975].
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The over-ageing of ω+β results in α phase precipitation. Different mechanisms have been proposed
describing the role of ω particles in the nucleation of α precipitates.
Blackburn and Williams [1968] showed that when the critical misfit of the ω/β interface is exceeded,
interfacial edge dislocations can be formed in 〈110〉β directions. The formation of a dislocation is then
followed by nucleation of an α rod-shape precipitate which lies in the same orientation as the correspond-
ing dislocation. The nucleation at the dislocation or its proximity occurs due to stress fields induced by
the dislocation. Thus, ageing results in a growth of the α phase at the expense of the ω phase.
There are also two different models of ω → α transformation in the systems with a lower ω/β
misfit [Nag et al., 2009]:
• The nucleation of α precipitates at certain distance from the ω/β interface is caused by local
rejection of the ω destabilizers (i. e. α stabilizers) during the isothermal ageing.
• Displacive transformation within the core of the ω precipitates leads to the formation of α platelets.
There is a strict orientation relationship at the α/ω interface which results in a perfect planar
interface between the two phases, and the α phase is able to grow from the ω phase. Prima et al.
[2006] showed two possible kinetics regimes and proposed a model explaining the nucleation and
growth mechanism of the α phase.
Electrical resistance measurement was used for detection of phase transformations. This method is
very sensitive to phase transitions in titanium alloys [Prima et al., 2002].
Experimental
Material
Composition limits of the investigated metastable β titanium alloy Ti-15Mo are specified by a stan-
dard and are listed in Table 1. The material was solution treated (ST) at 900 ◦C for 4 hours and
quenched in water. This condition also referred to as ST condition corresponds to the initial state for
further investigation.
Table 1. Composition limits of the Ti-15Mo alloy [Disegi, 2009].
Element Ni C H Fe O Mo Ti
Wt. % <0.05 <0.1 <0.015 <0.1 <0.2 14.0–16.0 Balance
In-situ electrical resistance measurement and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) were used
to detect phase transformations. The kinetics of these transformations were determined using heating
rates of 5 and 50 K/min. The evolution of phases was studied by scanning and transmission electron
microscopy (SEM and TEM).
Electrical resistance measurement
The samples of the thickness of about 1 mm and of the dimensions 15 × 10 mm2 were cut to a S shape
to increase the effective length of the sample for current flow. In order to eliminate any deformation
or contamination of the surface layer, approximately 0.2 mm was removed by grinding using grit SiC
grinding papers.
Four-point method was used for measurements of electrical resistance. The voltage and electrical
current were measured simultaneously using nanovoltmeter Keithley 2182 and SourceMeter Keithley
2400 device, respectively. The samples were placed in a specially designed furnace which allows precise
heating of the sample in a protective argon atmosphere. The relative error of such measurement is
lower than 10−4 within each measured point and two experimental values are acquired per second [Hájek
et al., 2007]. The evolution of electrical resistance during heating was measured from room temperature
to 850 ◦C.
Differential scanning calorimetry
DSC was carried out in a Netzsch DSC 404 Pegasus calorimeter using specimens of about 30 mg
of weight. Samples were put into Pt pans with Al2O3 liner inside. Measurements were performed in an
argon atmosphere with the flow rate of ∼40 ml min−1 to avoid oxidation. The reference baseline was
measured with empty pans. Data were collected in temperature ranges from room temperature up to
750 ◦C and 700 ◦C for the heating rate 5 K/min and 50 K/min, respectively.
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Figure 1. TEM diffraction pattern of ST Ti-15Mo, showing the presence of the β and the ω phase.
Scanning electron microscopy
The samples for SEM were polished by grinding papers. Vibratory polisher employing 0.3 m and
0.05 m aqueous alumina suspensions (Al2O3) and 0.05 m colloidal silica or ion polishing was applied
for final polishing. The samples were studied using FEI QUANTA 200 FEG and Zeiss Auriga Compact
electron microscopes.
Transmission electron microscopy
Thin foils for TEM were prepared by mechanical grinding with fine emery papers to the thickness
of 150 m followed by ion polishing using Gatan PIPS device. TEM observations were performed on
JEOL JEM 2000FX microscope at 200 kV.
Results and discussion
The presence of the ωath in the ST sample was investigated by TEM. The diffraction pattern of
ST sample is shown in Fig. 1. The less intense reflections correspond to two different crystallographic
orientations of the ω phase [Devaraj et al., 2012]. Diffraction pattern in Fig. 1 confirms the presence of




It was shown by Schryvers and Tanner [1991] that ωath particles have elipsoidal shape and are
smaller than 1.5 nm (in length).
In Figures 2 and 3, the temperature dependence of electrical resistance (normalized by the value
of the resistance of the sample at room temperature), its derivative with respect to temperature and
DSC measurement during heating of ST sample at the rates of 5 K/min and 50 K/min are shown,
respectively. Note that vertical axis for the derivative of resistivity is not shown since we are interested
only in positions of local extremes. The zero value for the derivative is drawn as thin black line.
Fig. 2 shows that the electrical resistance curve changes its trend at 225 ◦C, 356 ◦C and 560 ◦C
during heating. This result is in an agreement with earlier studies on Ti alloys [Prima et al., 2000]. The
change of monotonicity of resistance indicates that new transformation (scattering mechanism) prevails
over previous one. The first derivative of resistance curve allows to determine the temperature range
of the respective phase transformations. DSC curve has peaks at 340 ◦C and 420 ◦C. The curve has
minimum at 550 ◦C. The transformations detected corresponding to the peaks at 340 and 420 ◦C are
exothermic. The step change at 550 ◦C indicates abrupt change of heat capacity capacity of the material.
One can see, that the derivative of R and the DSC curve have local extremes at similar values of
temperature. However, they are shifted in temperature with respect to each other. It is apparent at
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Figure 2. The temperature dependence of electrical resistance at the heating rate of 5 K/min and





































Figure 3. The temperature dependence of electrical resistance at the heating rate of 50 K/min and
a corresponding DSC curve of ST sample.
temperatures about 340 and 550 ◦C. The difference is probably caused by the fact that each method
detects changes in various thermodynamics quantities.
In order to compare transformation kinetics different heating rates were used. Fig. 3 shows a compar-
ison of temperature dependence of electrical resistance and DSC curve of the ST sample during heating
with 50 K/min rate.
The first two local extremes of resistance curve are shifted to higher temperatures (300 and 435 ◦C).
Also the two transformations detected by DSC for the slower heating rate as two small peaks now overlap,
which results in one peak with maximum at 430 ◦C. It may be assumed that the processes which cause
these changes are thermally activated phase transformations of the first order. On the other hand,
the process which causes the abrupt change of both resistance and the DSC values occurs at the same
temperature for different heating rates. It means, that a phase transformation of second order occurs at
around 550 ◦C. The initial decrease of DSC values (up to cca 250 ◦C) is caused by inability of apparatus
to immediately achieve the high heating rate.
According to Ho and Collings [1972]; Rossiter [1991] the initial anomalous decrease of electrical
resistance with increasing temperature is related to the dissolution of the ωath phase, which is formed
from the β phase by a shuffle transformation during cooling. This transformation is fully reversible up
to approximately 110 ◦C. The dissolution of ωath phase is accompanied by the decrease of the materials
resistivity.
Significant increase of the electrical resistance is observed between 225 and 356 ◦C for heating rate
of 5 K/min and between 300 and 430 ◦C for heating rate of 50 K/min. It is not caused only by thermal
vibrations, which increase resistivity of a material with increasing temperature, but also by the formation
of the ωiso phase. Increasing resistivity values correspond to the interface bonds between the β matrix
and the coherent ω precipitates [Prima et al., 2000; Ho and Collings, 1972].
The decrease of resistance of sample between 356 and 560 ◦C for lower heating rate might be caused
by the growth of ω particles which is accompanied by the rejection of β-stabilizing molybdenum from
these particles and the loss of coherency. This mechanism originally described for Al alloys by Gunier–
Preston [Pollock, 1993] operates also in our alloy. In addition, the growth of α phase starts preferentially
from grain boundaries. Fig. 4 shows the microstructure of the material heated up to 550 ◦C (with heating
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Figure 4. SEM micrograph of sample quenched from 550 ◦C.
Figure 5. TEM diffraction pattern of sample quenched from 550 ◦C, showing the presence of the β and
ω phase.
rate of 5 K/min) and quenched into water. The black dots indicate grown ω particles. Their presence
was confirmed by TEM diffraction and is shown in Fig. 5. Diffractions from the ω phase in Fig. 4 are
much more distinct than in Fig. 1. This is caused by larger ω particles, which are about 40 nm in
diameter as can be seen in Fig. 4. The extra reflections marked as “a, b, c ,d” in Fig. 5 are the result of
the double diffraction [Ho, 2008a].
In order to thoroughly investigate the process occurring at around 550 ◦C, which does not depend on
heating rate (see Fig. 2 and 3), the ST samples were also heated up to 580 ◦C with heating rate 5 K/min
and then quenched into water. SEM micrograph of the material is shown in Fig. 6. In this figure the
rod-like α precipitates are presented. The absence of the ω particles is caused by their dissolution at
temperatures between 550 and 580 ◦C. The abrupt dissolution of ωiso causes the reversal of the trend in
resistivity measurements and sudden change in thermal capacity. Both measured effects are heating rate
independent, which suggests that the ωiso dissolution is not driven by diffusion and does not consume
any latent heat. Despite the ωath particles appear again during quenching, they are not visible since
they do not give any contrast and are too small to be seen in SEM.
Summary
The evolution of electrical resistance was measured in-situ from RT up to 850 ◦C.
DSC measurement was carried out from RT up to 750 or 700 ◦C (for high heating rate).
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Figure 6. SEM micrograph of sample quenched from 580 ◦C.
The main results of the present work can be summarized as follows:
• During the heating from RT several ongoing processes were detected and identified, namely:
1. ωath particles dissolution (which causes the decrease of resistance up to 225
◦C).
2. The growth of coherent ωiso particles (together with thermal vibrations) causing the increase
of resistance from 225 up to 356 ◦C).
3. Loss of coherency of ωiso particles and precipitation of α phase (resulting in the decrease of
resistance in between 356 and 560 ◦C).
4. Complete dissolution of ω phase, causing the abrupt change in resistance and in DSC curve
at around 550 ◦C.
• The starting temperatures of phase transformations described in points 1–3 strongly depend on
the heating rate. Higher heating rate shifts the temperatures to the higher values.
• Complete dissolution of the ω phase does not depend on the heating rate and always occurs at the
same temperature. This transformation does not consume any latent heat and is accompanied by
abrupt change of heat capacity.
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